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Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
Any good editor worth their salt is go-
ing to get out and beat the drums for their
community; and Jo is already doing just
that through her column in the Hickman
Courier.
She registered a protest with the- De-
partment of Highways over the fact that
there are no arrows indicating the direction
of Hickman down at this end of the new
Purchase Parkway. The Highway Depart-
ment has agreed to put up the signs at the
appropriate turn-off ramps.
Next she fussed with the Paducah TV
station over the fact. that Hickman is the
only county seat town that she knew of
that is not listed on the TV "weathermap"
that the station exhibits during its news-
casts. Sam Livingston and Fred Paxton both
promptly wrote the Courier that they put
Fulton's name on the map (instead of Hick-
man's) just to identify the general area.
But Jo, Hickman shows up on radar
just as good as Fulton does, doesn't it?
Last weekend we were delighted to ac-
cept the invitation of the Commissioner of
State Parks to attend a "preview" dinner
given for the Press, Radio, and TV at the
soon-to-be-opened Lake Barkley Lodge on
Lake Barkley, just this side of Cadiz. The 8-
million-dollar layout is located on a long pe-
ninsula that juts out into the Lake, and the
lodge and its accompanying buildings are
something to behold.
For all of its glamour and plush setting,
accommodations there will be no more ex-
pensive than those at the Dam or at Ken-
lake. We recommend a visit this summer if
you get a chance; it will give you an idea of
how a New York architect visualizes "rough-
ing it, New York style." Kentucky. Parks
have a lot of fine lodges, but nothing like
this one.
I guess that last week I came away from
the Fulton Ice Company thinking I had
talked about bananas, while Prank Beadles
tfiaught I was just talking about ice. No
sooner had The News been delivered last
Thursday than I began receiving calls about
the item. The next day Frank came in him-
self and handed me a little typewritten
piece that I couldn't possible goof up, and
here's what it said:
"This is to correct the statement in last
week's News that since the icing platform
has been torn down that bananas and other
perishables were still being iced in Fulton.
What I was explaining is although the icing
platform has been torn down we are still
loading carloads of ice out of Fulton for use
at other stations on the Illinois Central.
Frank T. Beadles"
Well, after all, I was really just trying
to salvage a little bit of conversation piece
for the Banana Festival!
A couple of weeks ago a quiet-spoken
gentleman came in the office and asked if
we had on file any old pictures showing
flooding conditions downtown during one of
the former rampages of Harris Fork Creek. I
had some dandies, which he asked to borrow
for a few days. (See pictures)
Come to find out after a little persistent
quizzing, he was working for the Corps of
Engineers, and they are doing .a survey on
the creek, with an eye to fixing it up. (He
didn't say that, but it sort of Oozed out of
him). I left him thinking that, yes, a con-
crete bed for the creek to flow on would be
just fine, and I hope they proceed with the
plan, and I hope it reaches all the way up to
Bill Fenwick's dam.
A VARIATION of the worm that turned
story is pointed up in an item from an agri-
cultural newsletter passed along by W. Fred
Hume of Providence. Seems that a Webster
County farmer who had been taken in too
many times by a local automobile dealer
finally had his day when the dealer came to
him to buy a cow.
Bossy was priced to him this way: Basic
cow, $200; Twotone exterior, $45; Extra sto-
mach, $75; Produce storage compartment,
$60; Dispension device (4 spigots at $10
each), $40; Genuine cowhide upholstery
$125; Dual horns (at $7.50 each) $15; Auto-
matic fly swatter, $35. TOTAL $595.
Here is a little quote from the late,
great president of Radio Corporation of
America, David Sarnoff that was made once
(Continued On Page Six)
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A couple of weeks ago a quiet-spoken gentlemen came in the office and asked if we had on
file any old p!ctures showing flooding conditions downtown
Harris Fork Creek .
dur;ng one of the rampages of
TOP PHOTO: Lake Street looking south (from the corner of Fourth Street; (LOWER PHOTO):
This is one time Lake Street was really well named. (Both pictures at least 10 years old)
Stubblefield Combs Should SupportSeeks To Save
Delta Queen Ford, Officials Believe
Representative Frank A.
Stubblefield, of Kentucky's
First District, has introduced
legislation to exempt the "Del-
ta Queen" from complying
with certain standards estab-
lished by the Coast Guard. The
Delta Queen had previously
been given a two-year post-
ponement from compliance
with these standards, but this
period of grace is due to ex-
pire June 30, 1970. Stubble-
field had introduced the earlier
legislation granting the post-
ponement.
In view of the Delta Queen's
popularity and its being prac-
tically sold out for the 1970
season, Stubblefield felt that to
close down the operation of
this last over-night paddle-
wheel steaniboat would disap-
point too many vacationers.
He reported that he had bad
numerous ,requests from per-
sons all over this part of the
(Continued on Page Six)
A majority of Kentucky's Democratic coun-
ty officials and state legislators believe former
Gov. Bert .Combs should support Lt. Gov. Wen-
dell Ford as candidate for governor, according to
an independent poll made by a Frankfort busi-
nessman.
Sam Horn, Frankfort drug-
gist and friend of both Demo-
cratic leaders, mailed ques-
tionnaires to 1100 local officials
such as county judges, clerks
and state legislators, early in
April and 449 answered.
The poll's lead-off question
is:
"Now that former Gov.
Combs has decided to retire
:from the Federal Court, do
you think he should run for
governor again or support IA.
Gov. Ford for governor?"
Of those who answered this
question, 215 (or 55%) said
Combs should support Ford,
while 172 (or 45%) said Combs
should run again.
The officials came on even
stronger for Ford in predict-
ing how he would run in the
Democratic primary for gov-
ernor with Combs supporting
him. Of those answering, 80,/,
(or 310) said Ford would "run
strong."
On the question of whether
Combs should run or support
Ford, the 215 "Should Support
Ford" votes included a ma-
jority of the votes from West-
ern and Central Kentucky (1st
and 2nd Congressional Dists.)
and from Northern Kentucky
(4th Dist., east of Jefferson
(Continued on Page Six)
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Mrs. Robert Ruaoiph Killed
Instantly In Auto Accident
Mrs. Ruth Morrow Rudolph, wife of Dr. Ru-
dolph of Fulton, was killed instantly about 8:
a. m. Wednesday morning in a 2-car accident on
the Martin Highway about two miles south of
Fulton. Mrs. Rudolph was a passenger in a car
driven by Mrs. Otis Crutchfield, also of Fulton.
Mrs. Crutchfield sustained serious injuries in the
accident, and following preliminary treatment at
Fulton Hospital was rushed to Baptist Hospital
in Memphis.
The Crutchfield car was
struck by a station wagon driv- BeonevMe, Mississippi. Wright
en by Aaron D. Wright, 43, and his passenger. Freddie
CRUTCHFIELD CAR: Mrs. Robert Rudolph was riding as a
passenger in this car when it was struck broadside on the Mar-
tin Highway Wednesday morning.
STATION WAGON involved in the fatal accident (above) was
badly damaged in the collision.
OFFICERS ELECTED
At an election held at the
South Fulton School last Fri-
day, the following officers were
chosen to serve the Beta Club
for the next school year: Mike
McKinney, president; Nancy
Bagwell, vice president: Jane
Green, secretary: Paula
Hutchins, treasurer: Judy
Powell, student council repre-
sentative, and Dale Townsend,
reporter.
Wingo Alumni To
Dine On May 23
The annual Wingo alumni
banquet will be held Saturday
evening May 23 at the school
cafeteria, with serving to corn-
silence at 7:30 p. m.
All alumni expecting to at-
tend the banquet are urged to
make reservations now at the
Bank of Wingo.
Jottings from - - -
Jo's
Noteboo
Ifickman, Ky.—
I would like to share with you the in-
teresting events that Paul and I enjoyed this
past week-end.
One was a "sneak preview" of fabulous
Lake Barkley State Park that was extended
to a few editors in Kentucky.
The other was a wonderful Sunday af-
ternoon that passed all too quickly with
Frank Albert and Odessa Stubblefield.
Paul will tell you about Lake Barkley
and I will tell you about Frank and Odessa.
On our way home we stop-
ped by Murray to visit with
our son. We decided to go by
the Stubblefield home to pick
up some biographical material
we needed for some local ad-
vertising to publish in con-
nection with Frank Akert's
upcoming race for Oonoess.
We didn't want to disturb the
Stubblefield's Sunday afternoon
and only intended to stay for
a few minutes, but, as many
of you know, both Odessa and
Frank Albert are such inter-
esting conversationalists we
found ourselves having to rush
back to Fulton after five
thirty to have dinner with our
children, since it was Mother's
Day, you know.
In spite of the fact that
Frank Albert has only token
opposition in his bid for re-
election on May 26, both he
and Odessa have been on a
strenuous campaign trail visit-
ing in every county and city in
the sprawling 22-county dis-
trict. I passed along our find-
ings at the press convention to
Frank Albert. All of the mem-
bers of the communications
media - agreed that our hard-
working Congressman would
win in a landslide, as he
should. for Frank Albert is the
kind of a public servant that
doesn't wait until election time
to do his home-work and to
serve his constituents.
Quiet-spoken, with an incom-
parable wit, Frank Albert told
us about some of his work in
Washington. We were im-
pressed with his dedication to
handle personally every re-
quest, large and small, that
comes to his office. I asked
him why I never read in the
papers about his going off on
one of those luxurious "junk-
ets" that many of the Con-
gressman take during the pe-
riod when Congress is ad-
journed.
To vkich Frank Albert re-
plied: "I've just been too busy,
that's all." And Odessa added
her comment to the question.
"He has been asked to go on
many of those trips that would
really contribute a lot to the
study being made, but when-
ever thtre's any time he wants
to come home and see what
the folks in the First District
need 'him to do."
A Congressman you k'now, is
Only reambUrse-dffir jilst a few
official visits to his home dis-
trict, but Frank Albert pays
little attention to this matter.
He comes home when his folks
need him, at his own expense,
and doesn't worry whether he's
reimbursed or not.
Frank Albert doesn't toot
his own horn very much, but
I can tell you that he is much
respected in Washington and
is a mighty influential man
with his colleagues. He pro-
bably wouldn't want me to tell
you this, but his hard work
and devotion to his responsi-
bilities have brought many,-
many Federal projects to the
First District, and Fulton
County has been the benefici-
ary of his efforts.
Odessa, too, has made a spec-
ial niche for herself in Wash-
ington in Congressional circles.
She has many close, personal
friends in the circle of high-
ranking officialdom in Wash-
ington, but unless you keep
prodding and prodding for in-
(Continued on Page Six)
formation about her life in
Washington, as I did, you'd
never know that she counts
among her friends the wives
of many oil the Nation's most
distinguished legislators.
I could write on and on
about our extremely pleasant
visit with the Stubblefields, but
I'm afraid that those wonder-
fill people, woUld jtikf as soon
not have us brag about them a
whole lot, as much as I would
like to.
In closing I want you to
know how gratified Paul and I
were to learn from talking
with Frank Albert his philoso-
phy about the many problems
that beset this Nation today,
especially the violent protests
that are taking place on our
country's campuses regarding
the new development in Cam-
bodia.
"I know I get criticized
sometimes for not issuing a
statement on every matter
that comes before the Con-
gress," Frank Albert said,
"but I can't see that it would
contribute a thing to the ser-
ious problems by spouting off
just because it would get my
name in the paper."
He is so rightl I think you
will agree with him, as we do,
that many statements made
by publicity-seeking lawmak-
ers, who have little informs-
(Continued on Page Six)
Shook, 27, also of Booneville -
suffered facial cuts and lacer*
(ions and were treated at Ful-
ton Hospital.
Trooper P. T. English of the
Tennessee Highway Patrol at
Union City, who investigated
the accident. told The News
Wednesday that the Crutch-
field car was proceeding to
Martin and came upon two
automobiles, also going that
direction, which were stopped
at an intersection on the high-
way waiting for an oncoming
station wagon to pass so that
the first car could make a left-
hand turn. In an effort to avoid
hitting the cars in front Of her.
Mrs. Crutchfield applied the
brakes and apparently skidded
sideways into the path of the
oncoming car, which struck
her car broadside.
Both Mrs. Crutchfield and
Mrs. Rudolph were on their
way to Martin, where they
were employed on the staff of
the UTM Library.
Mrs. Crutchfield, the former
Bobbyg Grisham, is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eucal
Grisham of Fulton.
News of the tragic accident
came as a profound shock to
the community. Mrs. Rudolph
was active in many important
civic affairs here and has
served as President of the Li-
brary Board, Woman's Club
and PTA, as well as an active
member of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and the
Church Women United.
Ruth Morrow Rudolph. 41,
was born in Paducah and is
the daughter of Mrs. Carmon.
Overstreet Morrow of Fort
'Lauderdale, Fla., and the late
Herbert Morrow. The Rudolphs
had been residents of Fulton
since June 1954.
Surviving, in addition to her
husband and her mother, are
one son. Robert Rudolph. Jr..
a freshman at Fulton Higk
School, and one daughter. Can
mon Ruth Rudolph, a sixt/
grade student at Carr Elo
mentary.
Funeral arrangement: were
incomplete as this issue went
to press late Wednesday. The
body is at Hornbeak Funeral
Home.
Hal Warren
Will Head
Rotary Club
The Fulton Rotary Club has
elected officers and directors
for 1970-71. .
New officers are Hal War-
ren, president, Arnold Fagner,
Vice-President and Bruce
Wilson, Secretary-Trtasuter.
The Board of' Directors will
consist of L. M. McBride. Bob
Bay, Hal Warren. James
(pee Wee) Nanney and Arnold
Fagner, Joe Johnson will act
as ex officio.
Hal Warren, local attorney
and partner in the law firm
of Warren & Warren, has setv-
ed the club previously as Sec-
retary-Treasurer and is the
current Vice-President. He is a
graduate of Memphis State
University and University of
Kentucky College of Law. Hal
is married to the former Joan
Fuller of South Fulton and the,
have one son, Todd.
Arnold Fagner, owner an$
manager of the Kingsway Mo-
tel of Fulton has been a mem-
ber of the Fulton Rotary Club
for- two years and is presently
-serving as a director.
Bruce Wilson, local account-
ant and member of the Ful-
ton Rotary Club for three years
will be serving his second
year as Secretary
-Treasurer as
he is presently serving in that
capacity.
Installation of officers will
take place in July at which
time the committee chairman
and other appointments will be
disclosed.
NAMED HISTORIAN
Rita Adams of Fulton was
installed as historian of Alpha
Lambda Delta freshman wo-
men's honorary at the annual
spring banquet held May 10.
Miss Adams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James T. Adams of
Route 3, is majoring in home
economics at Murray State,
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Id! Later Than We Think? Cunningly-
° Directed Mob Action Could Create Anarchy
( By P. W.)
Some thirty years ago we
were sitting in a friend's home in
a Southern State quietly enjoying
an afternoon of relaxation. Sud-
denly a mutual friend of ours
burst into the room unannounced,
and in a highly-excited and emo-
tion-packed voice announced that
a white woman had been attacked,
that a Negro suspected of the act
had fled town, and that blood-
hounds were that minute being
procured to track the "Nigger"
down and hang him to the nearest
tree. He wanted us to • join him
and the self-appointed volunteer
posse who were organizing the
chase. For the excitement, if noth-
ing else.
Now the fellow who blurted
out this story was normally a
quiet, peaceful kind of man, and I,
for one, was surprised to find him
in such a state of agitation, es-
pecially since he really didn't
know if the man they were going
after was the right one or not; I
don't believe that he even knew
for sure that a real attack on a
white woman had been perpetrat-
ed. I don't think he really cared.
He was joining a bunch of other
super-heated hotheads bent on a
lynching. Somebody had passed
the word around, and a charge of
electricity exploded a cause. I was
seeing "mob psychology" being
born.
Neither of us in that living
room went, and no one else would
have gone if they had sat down to
reason that they were putting a
man's life at stake with only the
flimsiest kind of evidence or ex-
cuse, and without a shred of the
law on their side.
The "call of the mob" can be
a dreadful and shameful pattern
of behavior. It was then, and it is
,now on our college campuses,
where thousands of normally-
quiet and generally-serious stu-
dents are being duped by a small
minority into committing all
manner of lawlessness under the
guise of "protest."
*There is a common, frighten-
ing characteristic of rioting that
makes it far too dangerous to ac-
cept as a form of play, and that
should severely limit any general
approbation of rioting as a me-
chanism for social action. This is -
the ease and rapidity with which
-mass play or mass protest swings
into a condition of mass hyteria,
wherein individuals not only
throw off common restraints but
surrender much of their identity.
Otherwise, responsible persons
cease to be persons, and in the
"mind" of those so involved, the
rights and persons of others like-
wise become obliterated.
"The collective force of brute
impulses rules the moment, and
other persons lose significance ex-
cept as they may chance to stand
in the way and so become either
interferences to or playthings for
the mob. And such are the strange
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ways of the psyche that even af-
ter the event many involved don't
realize what happened to them or
to what they have contributed."
This is a sad turn of affairs
for America. It makes the main-
tenance of "law and order" by 10-
cal police a frustrating paradox in
an era of supposed constitutional-
ism.
The college students march.
They demand changes in the cur-
riculum, teaching staff, grading
system, abolition of ROTC. They
carry signs. They shout. They sing.
They lie-in, sit-in, pray-in, teach-
in and love-in. They are whipped
to mob frenzy by some unseen
force that is somehow cunningly
and continuously maintaining a
state of ferment in this country.
Nearly every campus feels that it
needs to "belong" to the move-
ment and show that it, too, seeks
recognition as one of the crowd. Is
THIS the reason why literally
hundreds of campuses demon-
strated last week for the four
Kent students by burning build-
ings, smashing windows, closing
_schools, creating general havoc
and literally ousting themselves
from the very campuses that they
came to for an education?
We are not convinced at all.
We- believe that somewhere, deep
within this United States, is a
small, cunning, dedicated and sub-
versive group that has been flex-
ing its muscles on creating mob
causes and learning first-hand how
to energize and direct a mob to
mass destruction. We believe that
when their lesson is well-learned
and their hysteria-means rehears-
ed over and over again as they are
doing now and have been doing
for years and for all kinds of
causes, their next and final step
will be to whip up enough frenzy
to overrun Washington, the Fed-
eral Government and the last
vestige of law and order in the
United States.
These young people are being
trained well in the ghastly art of
mob violence, and, theoretically
at least, their ranks are being
swelled each year as more enter
colleges and join their ranks. To-
day their protest is war, inequali-
ties, living conditions. Tomorrow,
as adults, suppose the unseeing
hands that pick their causes and
guide their movements select
more adult causes: unemploy-
ment, an 4nrlual dole, protest over
imports, dissatisfaction with most
any opportune "cause" of the
moment?
"Then", states a somber writ-
er this week, "if these radicals
should be successful in overthrow-
ing the 'establishment' and come
into power, their first victims lor
liquidation will be the media who
have so fully reported their
causes, and then the rich contribu-
tors who sponsored their causes"
. .. and the hapless millions whom
they duped with irrational, in-
flammatory causes to help gain
this final power.
Does this sound absurd? The
same step-by-step process in other
countries has achieved the same
purpose. I just hope that it is not
later, here, than we' think. I
would hate to think that our mass
media, who can spread a local
story of terror by electronic wild-
fire the length and breadth of the
nation in a matter of hours, are
unwitting dupes of subversive
mob experts, who thereby create
bigger scenes, for bigger stories,
for bigger scenes, until general
anarchy prevails.
• Robert Goheen, president of Prince-
ton University, as quoted by David Lawrence
in the US News & World Report, June 17,
1963.
11)0 EGI'S CUR tilE.
THE LORD GOD PLANTED A GARDEN
The Lord God planted a garden
In the first white days of the world,
And He set there an angel warden
In a garment of light enfurled.
So near to the peace of Heaven,
That the hawk might nest with the wren,
For there in the cool of the evening
God walked with the first of men..
The kiss of the sun for pardon,
The song of the birds for mirth -
One is nearer God's heart in a garden
Than anywhere else on earth.
— Dorothy Frances Gurney
1 Musings FromThe Philosopher
"LOVE OF BOOKS"
Back in former times, when
printed matter was much less
common than it is now, a book
seemed to have much more
value than it now has. Why, if
the one I have been looking for
has been lost or lent to some-
one who forgot to return it, I
can pick up another one in a
cheaper paper-back edition or
else find one like the original
in the university of city library.
But earlier books represented
...„),an outlay of ready money, a
' very rare article in Fidelity
and elsewhere. Many of my
first books are still around,
some of them practically worn
out and held together with ad-
hesive tape and such, but they
were are all mine, and my
own few cents paid for them.
My WALDEN cost exactly
forty cents, plus a few cents
extra for mailing; it is not for
sale; it is mine, to have and to
hold, to will to someone who
will respect it for itself and,
maybe, for the plowboy who
spent a large share of his ready
FULTON'S
l_arary COMtEr
BY LUCY DANIEL
Be sure to take advantage of
the suspended fines for Nation-
al Library Week, April 12-18,
and bring your overdue books
back to the FULTON PUBLIC
LIBRARY.
OVER 2000 TREE PUBLI-
CATIONS—YOURS FOR THE
ASKING, by Frederic O'Hara.
These public documents are
available to any citizen, if he
knows where to look for them.
The purpose of this book is to
incorporate a major listing of
these publications into a sin-
gle volume. Here is an incalu-
able reference guide to the
activities and functions of the
various units of government,
and information on how they
can benefit the average citi-
zen.
A HERITAGE RESTORED,
by Robert Murphy. This book
introduces the reader not only
to the wildlife of his country,
but to the country itself—its
mountain peaks and its rivers,
valleys. marshlands and pot-
holes, plains and deserts. This
story of America's wildlife,
and the land that breeds and
nourishes it, is also the story
of the men who have been in-
strumental in restoring the na-
tural heritage of the country's
wildlife, and indeed of man
himself.
THE SWIFT RUNNER, by
Frank O'Rourke. Meet Doc
Neely's gang, the most unlike-
ly band of criminals the West
has ever seen. There is Tim,
old, drunk, limping toward the
end of his life; and Jimmy, an
orphan with nowhere to go,
but not caring as long as he
can ride with Doc. They add
Clara Lou, and Professor
Catulus. And then there's Doc
himself; David Neely.
LANGUAGE IN THOUGHT
AND ACTION, by Samuel I.
Hayakawa. "This is a book on
how to think straight, and it is
one of the best ever written."
Christopher Morley said It is
"the adventure story of the
daily mind. Its pleasure con-
sists not only in the reading
but in its effect upon every-
thing else you may subsequen-
tly read, say or hear."
FINGERPRINTING, by Eu-
gene Block. Fingerprints are
the only unique marks of dis-
tinction that nature has given
to every human being. Since
earliest times they have been
used as a means of certain
identification: in ancient
China, artists left prints on
vases as their signatures; Em-
perors signed imported docu-
ments in this fashion. But it
was not until this century that
fingerprint evidence was first
admitted in an American case.
FIONA, by Catherine Guido.
When Fiona McIntyre came to
the island of San Cristobal, she
came as governess to her
young cousin. There in the
great house at Landfall, the
strange encounters, the twisted
passions of the White masters
and the venomous hatred of
their black slaves flowed to-
gether in turbulent undercur- -
rents.
BETTY CROCKER'S COOK-
tam, by Betty Crocker,
Your're just the one we had in
mind as we planned this new
book. To .egin with, we know
there are lots of ways you.'
use a cookbook. You read it—
simply because you like to
read about food. Or you use it
to "look up a recipe." Some-
one brought you a brace of
pheasants, or there was a spec-
ial at the market . . . so you
look up a special recipe. We
kept you in mind When we
tested and tasted each recipe
in this book.
MY LIFE Wrni EDGAR
CAYCE, by David E. Kahn.
David Kahn was fifteen years
old when he met the famous
prophet and psychic, Edgar
Cayce. For the rest of his life
however, he' was guided and
directed by the strange, un-
canny powers of this remark-
able man. He consulted Cayce
on most of the important de-
cisions of his life. He became
an important business execu-
tive, met and worked with
Eleanor Roosevelt, served the
Government in two world
wars, and met and married a
beautiful actress.
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
May 12, 1950
When July 1, 1950 comes around G. H. Du-
ley, popular insuranc;agent, will put away his
rate book and enjoy the leisure of retirement af-
ter 36 years of loyal service to the Prudential In-
surance Company. Anticipating this event, Mr.
and Mrs. Duley entertained with a dinner last
Saturday night.
James Warren, local attorney, was elected
president of the newly organized Fulton County
Bar Association at the meeting held at the Rain-
bow Room Monday evening. Flavious B. Martin,
Commonwealth attorney, was principal speaker
of the evening. Other officers elected were: John
Bondurant, vice-president, Justin Attebery, sec-
retary; Wood Tipton, John Bondurant and Jen-
nings Kirby, Constitution and By-Laws Commit-
tee.
Nancy Jones, popular member of the South
Fulton Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America, was elected State secretary at the
meeting held recently in Nashville; Miss Jones
also received her State degree. She will partici-
pate in the FHA workshops to be held in the
State during August.
1.•.••••••1
Members of the Board of Directors of South-
ern States-Fultcin Cooperative, and the Southern
States Fulton Farm Home Advisory Committee,
their wives and husbands will meet Wednesday
evening, in the Derby Cafe. Members of the
Board are Homer Weatherspoon, Charles M.
Moon and Robert Holland, Fulton, I. W. Ham-
mond, Cayce, Roy D. Taylor, Crutchfield and Lu-
cian-11.--Isbell, Hickman. Members of the Farm
Advisory Board arelfrs. Reginald Williamson,
Mrs. M. C. McClanahan, and Mrs. M. C. Moon,
Fulton, Mrs. Charles Adams and Mrs. R.obert
Bransfield, • Hickman, and Mrs 0. G. Howell,
Crutchfied.
Eleven businesses of Fulton subscribed a
total of $21,500 for stock in a $25,000 radio sta-
tion which is being planned for Fulton at a meet-
ing of interested men of this city Monday night
at the Chamber of Commerce office. Those at-
tending the meeting were: L. L. Moss, F. A.
Homra, Dr. R. V. Putnam, Jr., W. B. Holman, Ira
Little, Mrs. Garmett of Union City, Dr. R W.
Bushart, R. E. Sanford, Smith Atkins, Roper
Fields, James Warren, Ray Graham, Warren
Graham and C. H. Warren.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
May 12, 1925
D. F. Wren, real estate operator and ex-
college-professor of Martin, Tenn., will address
the Busy Men's Bible Class Sunday at Carr.
C. R. Collins, the new freight agent, has
come to fill the vacancy caused by the death of
J. F. Boone. Mr. Collins stated that he lived in
Fulton 17 years ago and was glad to be back.
"Let's Go Traveling", an operetta, will be
presented by pupils of the Terry Norman school
tonight at Carr Park auditorium. The program
includes: Sara Mai Williams, Dorothy Jane Mor-
ris, Virgil Kinney and Fred Homra; Suzy Fall,
Hazel Dean Henley, Grace Duncan, Lorene
Riggs, Wendell Binidey, Mary Modeline Haider-
son, Geraldine Htmdley, Mary Browning, Ruth
Hammett, Margaret Shuck, Helen Henderson,
Elizabeth Legg, Ruth Sinclair, Rebecca Brann
and Harry Reeves.
The senior class of the South Fulton High
School was entertained by the sophomores last
week at the home of Miss Katheryn Gibbs, east of
town. Several musical selections were rendered
by Miss Mary Whitsel Matthews. Refreshments
were served and all engaged in social conserva-
tion.
Fulton and South Fulton together showed a
population increase of 400 over the 1920 figures,
according to information released this week by
the census supervisor.
money for it. In 1959, when I
"moved home," as I have
called any retirement, I
brought from my office and
storeroom many a battered.
up volume that I had com-
pletely lost sight of.
Some of them were dusted
off and put into a bookcase
with no further notice; and
some of them are still unopen-
ed in the ten years and some
months since they got their
present place in my shelves.
But from a bit of suggestion
from my wife about the dust
that had gathered since she
and her helper had dusted off
,the books a season ago, I
spent a rather pleasant day go-
ing through volumes that I
had almost completely forgot-
ten. And they brought back
memories of how they come
into my possession.
Since they and I are so typi-
cal of our time, I must tell you
a few things about them. Here
is a volume of just about
everything Longfellow wrote.
I paid seventy-five cents for it
when that represented a long,
hard day's work following a
mule hitched to a plow. I had
"been away to school" for half
a year and had spent the sum-
mer vacation working on the
farms of my father and bro-
thers.
In that way I had made a
little money and was on my
way now to start teaching
school. Knowing that I would
spend almost as much time in
(Continued on Page Five)
Letters To Editor
Memphis, Tenn.
Dear Editor:
Cheer Up! You're in excel-
lent company!
Memphis, with some of the
purest water on the face of
the earth - so pure it has been
said to be pure enough to use
in car batteries untreated -
AGAIN finds itself in the same
unaccepted category for a
similar frivolous •eason! It,
too, does not subscribe to some
of the ridiculous generalized
tests required by so-called
"authorities" for the simple
reason it does not need such.
So—its "rating" is bad!
This, of course, is an unfair
assault on the city's ability to
attract industry.
Go get 'em - TIGER!
(Name Withheld)
•
FULTON WOMAN'S CLUB
May 11, 1970
Fulton County News
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Mr. Westphellng:
The Fulton Woman's Club
wishes to express their thanks
and appreciation for your fine
publicity and cooperation this
past year.
Sincerely,
. Mrs. Jack Allen
Cor. Sec.
405 Park Avenue
Fulton, Kentucky
May 7, 1970
Dear Sir:
We agree with many others
in Fulton who have failed to
express themselves over the
swimming pool controversy.
Willow Hung" Corporation
was formed to b •i'd a pool for
children who could not swim
elsewhere. It was built, man-
aged and maintained on a
strict budget with membership
fees from one to two dollars a
season with a small entrance
swimming fee charged for each
swim.
The pool was FULL of
CHILDREN.
How can the pool be full of
children now with a fifty dol-
lar fee being charged? Is the
management trying to allow
children to swim or trying to
keep them out?
With over 400 boys and girls
enrolled in the summer sports
program in our fine park, we
feel sure there are enough
youth to have a good pool sea-
son, given an opportunity to
swim.
Rather than have the pool
facilities go to ruin with neg-
lect, there should be some way
to open Willow Plunge again
and have it used as it was in-
tended to be . :99‘711, OF
CHILDREN WHO WANT TO
SWIM.
Sincerely,
Margaret and Win Whitnel
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SOCIETY - WOMAITS INTEREST
Miss Merryman
Miss Judith Carol Merryman
Is Engaged To Wayne Foley
Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Merryman of 211 Jones St.,
Martin, announce the engage-
ment and approaching mar-
riage of their daughter, Miss
Judith Carol Merryman, to
Dennis Wayne Foley of Route
4, Martin. The prospective
bride is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Frank Merryman of
Fulton, Ky., and the late Mr.
Merryman, and Mr, and Mrs.
Martin Johnson of Lexington,
Tennessee. The prospective
groom is the 'grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy B. Foley of Mar-
tin and Mr. and Mrs. Dent
Hazelwood of Sharon, Tennes-
see.
The wedding will be solem-
nized June 27 at seven o'clock
in the evening at the Martin
First United Methodist Church.
A graduate of Martin High
School, Miss Merryman at-
tends the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin where she
is a member of the Alpha
Omicron Pi Sorority..
Mr. Foley, a graduate of
-Martin High School, attends
the University of Tennessee at
Martin where he is 'majoring
in Industrial Engineering.
In the fall the couple will
transfer to the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville to com-
plete their education.
All friends -and relatives of
the couple are cordially in-
vited. Only out-of-town invita-
tions are being sent.
Miss Muzzall, Mr. Pickering
To Be Married In June
A June wedding at Good
Springs Cumberland Presby-
terian Church is being planned
by Miss Judith Ann Muzzall
and Orville Eugene Pickering.
Miss Muzzall is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mut-
zall of South Fulton. Mr. Pick-
ering is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Barnard Pickering, also
of South Fulton.
Grandparents of the bride-
elect are Mrs. Weldon King of
Fulton and the late Mr. King,
and Mrs. Curt L Muzzall of
South Fulton and the late Mr.
Muzzall. Mr. Pickering is the
grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Landlord of Dixon,
Tenn., and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Pickering of liar-
ris Station, Tenn.
The wedding will be on Fri-
day, June 5, at 7:30 p. m.,
with the Reverend Oren Stover
officiating.
No formal invitations are
being sent. All relatives and
friends are invited 'to attend
the wedding and reception at
the church.
COMING MAY 21
An SBA representative will
be at that agency's part-time
office in the City Hall on the
second floor, Paducah, Ken-
tucicy, on Thursday, May 21.
The office will be open from
9:00 a, m. until 3:00 p. m.
It's A Fact! Women Live
Longer Than The Menfolks
The facts are: women live
longer than men, make better
grades in school, control most
of the pureestrings in the
United States, and are said to
be mom dependable.
The question often asked:
'why 'aren't there more women
in executive and professional
positions employed across the
nation?' was asked again of a
University of Kentucky teach-
er this week.
Dr. Susan Drysdale, assistant
professor in the UK Depart-
ment of Human Development
and Family Relations, School
of Home Economics, believes
that "women face the same
problems as Blacks in our so-
ciety."
When the Black Power move-
ment began in the last decade,
the cry immediately arose,
"Blacks should stay in their
place," she recalls. Now, at the
onset af the women's liberation
movement, the cry is "wo-
man's place is in the home."
A few weeks ago, when it
was reported that UK women
make better grades than men,
among the reasons listed were:
—Men tend to take more dif-
ficult coursework, such as
science-oriented classes in
math, physics, engineering or
the -health professions.
—Women are more depend-
able than men. They do what
they are instructed to do.
Dr. Drysdale, who currently
has a graduate and upper di-
vision course proposal before
the UK Faculty Senate on
"woman in contemporary so-
ciety," questioned what deter-
mines a "difficult" course.
"Why should a chemistry
class, for example, be classi-
fied by our society as more dif-
ficult than a course in philoso-
phy of the arts?" She con-
times, "This is a definite ex-
ample of the science-technology
bias in our culture."
The sciences and professional
fields are defined as difficult,
she believes because "they are
defined as being important.
Fields traditionally assigned to
females, such as elementary
education and nursing, have
been defined as unimportant,
or menial."
She feels that society needs
to re-evaluate its increasing
stress upon the importance of
the sciences. "We don't know
what to do with the moon now
that we've landed," she said.
"We've made marvelous
Progress in technology only to
pollute the environment. Many
of man's lasting contributions
to the world are not scientific
in nature, but cultural, verbal
contributions."
Dr. Drysdale points out that
from the time a girl begins
school until she reaches her
20th birthday, her entire edu-
cational experience has been
conditioned to excel—make A's
and B's—and compete with her
male peers. "When' she's about
to graduate from college, a
woman suddenly finds society
forcing her to choose between
marriage and a career," she
says.
The home economics assist-
ant professor cites a recent ex-
ample. "Three women in home
economics who will graduate in
May were interviewed by a
large chain of department
stores. When the personnel of-
ficers learned that two of the
women were 'married, they
readily admitted that no mat-
ter what their qualifications or
credentials, married women
would not be considered for any
executive or managing position
in their corporation."
She points out that the trend
today is for women to have
only two children. "Women are
having 'their children art an
earlier age and closer together.
With all the new modern ap-
pliances," she argues, "keep-
ing house isn't as time-con-
suming as it has been in the
past. Women need something
more to do."
A survey made in 1967-68 of
all college degrees conferred in
the U. S. during that academic
year showed women received
only one of every 30 degrees
given in professional fields re-
quiring six years or more of
study.
"Women are not encouraged
to enter the fields of engineer-
ing, pharamacy, architecture,
medicine or dentistry," she
stresses. "It isn't a matter of
which sex is more intelligent,
but a matter of cultural con-
ditioning."
The same survey reported
that women received one of six
doctoral degrees given in 1929-
30. In 1967-68, the figure was
slightly greater—almost one of
ten Ph. D degrees going to a
woman.
Dr. Drysdale -also wonders
why, if women are more de-
pendable than men—if they do
what they are told to do—svhy
aren't they incorporated into
higher levels of employment?
"Perhaps their dependability
is more submission," she con-
tinues. "They respond easily to
authority because, like the
Blacks, they art a minority
group in a competitive so-
ciety."
She offers two reasons why
society refuses to use this
seemingly vast a-mount of
wasted talent. First, she con-
tends, it is inconvenient to hire
someone who may have to be
trained or who possibly may
take a three month maternity
leave once or twice during
their employment.
"The second, and perhaps
more important reason," she
adds, "is that it may cost a
little money."
Dr. Drysdale concludes,
"There are many women with
college degrees who want to
use their training other -than
staying in the home. If they
have the ability and the desire
to work, why shouldn't they
find equal employment oppor-
tunities and coinperable salar-
ies as their male colleagues?"
Dear Ann Landers: Please
tell my fat sister that tasting
counts. She never wants any
dessert—until it comes to the
table. Then her fork is in
everybody's plate. She only
"tastes" which, for some
strange reason she doesn't con-
sider eating. I've tried to ex-
plain that the calories don't
know whether she tasted the
cake or ate it outright. She
does the same with pie, ice
cream and candy. Another
stunt of hers is to take small
helpings and tells everyone she
is dieting. But when she clears
the table she eats whatever is
left. Last night it was mashed
potatoes, rolls, spinach ring,
corn souffle and chocolate pie.
If people really want to lose
weight why do they lie to
themselves? Who are they kid-
ding? Comment. please —Fat-
so's Skinny Sister
Dear Skinny: The fie* Is
weak—and when there's a lot
of it, it's usually weaker. Eat-
Wone of the major pleas-
ures of life. It's not easy to
pass up tempting foods or quit
40:41 .tandeips
— 
Your Problems Bring Answers —
eating when you're still hun-
gry.
Your sister is fighting a
tough battle. You could help
her -by showing a little compas-
sion, Skinny.
Dear Ann Landers: I was in-
trigued by the letter from
"Henry's Bad Girl." She was
the one who said wife spanking
had kept their marriage to-
gether. Her father used -to
spank her when she misbe-
haved. He gave the hairbrush
to his son-in-law as 'a wedding
present. She closed her letter
by saying after the spankings
they always made love and
forgot what they were fighting
about.
Your answer was a gem.
You said, "The arrangement
sounds ideal for a couple of
nuts like you and Henry. The
rocks in your head match the
holes in his." But I was dis-
appointed that you failed to
delve deeper into the problem
and acknowledge the partner-
ship between the sadist and the
masochist. Your warning that
she might change her tune
when the spankings turned
into beatings was uncharacter-
istically naive. Let me assure
you, Ann Landers, she wlil en-
joy the beatings just as she
now enjoys the spanlcings. A
woman who feels the need to
be punished (masochist) in-
variablly finds a man who will
cheerfully oblige (sadist.)
please tell it like it is.—Pitts-
burgher
Dear Pitt: Thanks for put-
ting a little flesh on my bony
comment. It was, as you point-
ed out, inadequate. And now a
word to women who enjoy be-
ing spanked and men who en-
joy spanking them. I hope you
kooks find each other and
leave -the balanced people
alone.
Deer Ann Landers: I was
fascinated by the letter from
that self-pitying mother who
said her only mistake was
"caring too much and trying
too hard." I'm sure many par-
ents Who read those lines
Identified with her.
My questions are these: Car-
ing about women? Trying to
do what? Too many parents
say they care—and they do.
But they care about the wrong
things—like "what will the
neighbors say?" and, "how
will it look?" Some kids don't
want to go to college but they
are pressured into going—for
the wrong reasons.
As for "trying too bard,"
many status-conscious, upper-
middle-class parents try too
hard to mold their children into
what THEY wanted to be, but
couldn't. Today's youth has
different goals and different
values, and those differences
are what create the Gap we've
been hearing so rmieh about.—
Just Me
Dear Just: You make sense.
I buy it.
When romantic glances turn
to warm embraces is it love or
chemistry? Send for the book-
let 'Love Or Sex And How To
Tell The Difference," by Ann
Landers. Enclose a long, stamp-
ed, self-addressed envelope
and 35c in coin with your re-
quest.
Mss. Kirk
Miss Karen McMahan Weds
Ensign Kirk In California
An impressive military wed-
ding united Martha Karen Mc-
Mahan and Douglas Craig
Kirk, Ensign, USN. on April
4 at St. Francis Episcopal
Church, Palos Verdes Estates.
The Reverend Robert A. Touri-
Lney officiated.
The bride, daughter of Com-
mander William A. McMahan.
USN, (Ret.,) and Mrs. Mc-
Mahan, was a June 1969 grad-
uate of the University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Barbara. She en-
tered on -the arm of her father,
wearing a long gown of white
peau de sole trimmed with
medalions of re-embroidered
lace, ending in a train. Her
shoulder length veil fell from
a pearl latudded pillbox and
she carried a bouquet of white
gardenias and tiny roses.
Ensign Kirk graduated from
the United States Naval
Academy, in June of 1969 and
is the. son of Mrs. Lorraine
Kirk and the late Eugene Tay-
lor Kirk of Dayton, Ohio', an
academy graduate of 1940.
Carolyn Reid of San Rafael,
California, served -as maid of
honor and Joy Clover of Mod-
esto as bridesmaid. Both are
members of the senior class
at Santa Barbara and wore
empire gowns of heaven blue
crepe, fashioned with a train
and trimmed at the neckline
with pearls. They carried pink
roses.
The Groom chose as his best
man, a classmate, Ensign
Kenneth Dodge, Grand Junc-
tion, Colorado. Ushers were
Captain John Bowman, US-
MC, Bethesda, Maryland; U.
ti) At nold Sisk, USN, Los
Angeles and Ensign Michael
A. Payne, USN. son of Colonel
Payne, USA, Okinawa. Aft
were attired in dress white
uniforms and formed the
traditional crossed sword arch
through which the newlyweds
passed upon leaving the san-
ctuary.
Commander McMahan. a
member of the academy class
of 1911, and his wife were
hosts to out of town guests at
their home on Greve Drive,
Palos Verdes Peninsula. They
included Mmes. Lorraine
Craig Kirk, mother of the
groom; Margaret Craig,
grandmother of the groom,
Washington, D. C.; S. E.
Pirtle, aunt of the bride, rel.-
seyville, Illinois; B. D. Baird,
aunt of the bride, Mount Ver-
non, Missouri; Miss Jean
Barthrop, the bride's former
room-mate. of Piedmont, Cali-
fornia; and Mrs. Kenneth
Dodge and Mrs. Michael
Payne.
A formal reception was held
after the ceremony at the
Commissioned Officers Mess,
Allen Center, U. S. Naval
Bake, Long Beach. Ensign and
Mrs. Kirk are now residing in
Idaho Fayt, Idaho, where the
groom is attending Nuclear
Power School.
The bride is the niece of
Mrs. Wm. Fred Clark and
Mrs. B. E. Rout, both of Ful-
ton. Her mother is the former
Miss "Gerry" Thompson, who
was born and reared in Ful-
ton.
Miss Shirley Dale Hicks,
Danny Hailey Are Married
Miss Shirley Dale Hicks.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Hicks of Fulton and
Danny Halley. son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Halley of Fulton.
were united in marriage at
p. m. Friday. April 24, in the
home of the bride's parents.
The Rev. James W. Best.
minister of First Baptist
Church. officiated at the dou-
ble-ring ceremony, amidst
floral arrangements of gladioli,
flanked by lighted candles in
brass candelabra, entwined
with greenery.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a sky blue
crepe dress, featuring Empire
waistline with a band of lace
and ribbon and full lace
sleeves.
The bride's bouquet was of
white carnations with
streamers tied in love knots.
Miss - Sheryl --Reed -attended - -
the bride as maid of honor.
Her dress was mint green silk.
John Edward Collins, ne-
phew oT the groom, was the
best man.
The bride's mother wore a
beige lace dress with matching
accessories and a corsage of
white carnations.
The mother of the bride-
groom wore a blue double-knit
dress with matching accessor-
ies. Her corsage was of white
carnations.
A reception followed the
ceremony. Assisting in serving
%%ere Miss Sheryl Reed, Miss
Shelia Ray and Miss Pam
Capeland. Miss .Shirley Jean
King assisted at the guest
register:
Nancy Cook's Tour
By
Mrs. Marlow Cook
Spring means' cheery-blos-
som time its Washington. In
spite of the weather which has
been cloudy and rainy, the
beautiful blossoms are finally
here. Marlow and I drove to
the Tidal Basin on our way
home the other night.
The famed Japanese cherry
trees surround this large pool
ip the most graceful, arched
manner. At night huge roving
spotlights produce an awe-
some picture. It s as if these
elegant blossoms and trees had
been showered by an ice storm,
leaving them frosty and deli-
cately pink.
Spring also brings vacation
time in our house. Chris,
(Christy, our dldest daughter.
is a sophomore at Northwest-
ern University) arrived home
from college on the same day
the other children finished
school for the Easter holidays.
We were all delighted to have
her lively spirit back in the
family. With all five children
at home it was a busy ten
days.
The little ones went on pic-
nics, the big ones went an
dates. There was a continual
flow of friends in and out of
the house and constant eating.
Breakfasts ran into lunch,
lunches into dinner and dinner
into midnight snacks.
Fortunately, the Senate had
a two-day recess. We slipped
in a bit of skiing since the
mountains are so close to
Washington. We're all novices
in varying degrees, but find it
fun. The comic relief was sup-
plied by Webb, our seven-year-
old son. After testing several
BERRY BILL—Now serving as home for the Kentucky Department of librar-
ies, this lovely old mansion was built in 1900 by George Berry, a local distillery
operator. (Kalman Papp Photo)
hills, he settled for. one-with
Jumps. Ile would glide off
ihese mounds with arms, legs.
skits and pole: flying in every
direction and a-casionslly land
right side up. Oh. the daring of
little boys!
Spring always seems to bring
with it a rash of luncheons,
teas and house and garden
tours. The ladies have been
gaily dressed in bright colors
and lots of red, white and blue.
Despite the talk -about the
"midi" length, the skirts are
mainly short in Washington in
the daytime.
Several weeks ago, a number
of Kentuckians, as well, as
some Congressional wives
gathered at the Congressional
Wives Club for tea and a
showing of "The Road". This
movie described the activities
of the nurse-midwives of the
Frontier Nursing Service
Kentucky's Leslie County.
Mrs. Samuel Neel, the presi-
dent of the Washington Com-
mittee of the Frontier Nursing
Service, gave a fine commen-
tary to the movie. Mrs. Neel
spent six months as a courier
(a teen-age helper) at Wen-
dover, the nurses' settlement
outside of Hyden. Betty Ful-
bright, the wife of Senator
William Fulbright of Arkan-
sas, told me at the tea that her
daughterhad- also-spent a half-
year helping these fine ladies.
Both volunteers had loved it.
The Committee here, com-
posed of many Kentuckians,
will gave a tea at Mrs. Neel's
McLean. Va., home this month
(Mali) for friends of the Fron-
tier Nursing Service. They are
always eager to spread -the
word of the fine work done in
Eastern Kentucky and are now
anxious to raise funds for a
new hospital in Ryden.
It was inter, -i-sg to meet,
among the many guests at the
tea and movie last month,
Mrs. Emmet O'Neal!, wife of
the former Congressman from
Louisville and her daughter. I
also enjoyed being with Mrs.
David Hayes Kincheloe whose
husband was also a Kentucky
Congressman.
They are all delightful Ken-
tuckians now residing in the
Washington area.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
May 15: Mrs. W. C. Jacob.
Colette Medley, William Scott:
May 16: Ronnie Fields, Janice
Holman; May 17: Jame/
Hicks, Mrs. Mary Morris;
May 18: Follis Bennett, Lester
Betty, Mrs. Cavite Olive;
!Kay 19: Phillip filiddat;
May 20: David Lynn Habana;
May 21: Mrs. I. T. Burrow,
Neva Maynard. Larry 'Wat-
kins, Mrs. Morris Wiley,
- — 
,
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• ROUTE THREE • AUSTIN SPR11GS
Aline Williams By Mrs. Carey Frields
Last Thursday Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Cannon drove to Mem-
phis to see their new grand-
daughter rI visited their son,
Larry Cannon, and family.
They drove them down in Mis-
sissippi to visit with Larry's
wife's family. They reported a
wonderful trip. .
We had another downpour of
rain last night and Sunday the
creeks were full of water as
%)e drove to church.
The funeral for Mrs. Vodie
Rhodes was held in Water Val-
ley Sunday afternoon, with
Jackson's Funeral Home in
Dukedom in charge. Our sym-
pathy goes to this family in
their great loss.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis left
for Detroit Monday morning.
They Will make their home
there, as Carl will go back to
work in the factory he was
working in when he went into
the service. Needless to say,
it's lonely around here this
mottling.
hoof every mother enjoyed
."Mother's Day" Sunday - I
did.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard
drove to Mississippi to visit
his mother over the week-end.
There was a pink and blue
shower Saturday-night for Mrs.
Kara Lewis in the home of
Mrs. James Lewis. with sev-
eral ladies present. Kara re-
ceived many beau+ ifid gifts.
Refre-bments were served and
every one reported a good time.
Sever ;:l members met Satur-
day and cleaned the church
..zrotinds at Old Bethel.
Mrs. Sue Thornbro of War-
ren. Michigan is visiting her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Claud
McNeil. for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Jame; Lewis,
Mrs .Johnny Lewis. Mrs. Do-
nlon Clear. Tammy Crabtree.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lexeis and
Mr. and .Mrs. Everelt Williams
enjoyed Mother's Day dinner at
the Country Kitchen near
.Union City Sunday. Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Winstead had their
children and their families
home for Mother's Day.
Mrs. Byrdie Phillips had a
jewelry party in her home
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harper Walker
have relatives visiting them
for the week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Duel Williams
had their son. Jerry Williams„
and wife, of Glasgow, Ky.,
home for Mother's Day; also
their son, Jimmy. of Martin.
• LATHAM
Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Mrs. Obera Shanklin has
been worse for several days,
suffering from hepatitis.
Mrs. Vivian Woodruff has
been indisposed for the past
week, with a kidney ailment.
Virgil Jones has been a pati-
ent at the Volunteer Hospital,
with diabetes and other com-
plications.
Irvine Shanklin is ill at his
home in Latham, with a kidney
ailment.
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Price and
daughter. Teresa, of Memphis,
and Mrs. Montel Jones of Mar-
tin, visited Mr. and Mrs. Ulys-
ses Dortch last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morrison
and Billie Jean of Chicago
visited Mr. and Mrs. Chess
Morrison last Saturday. They
spent the week end with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nell
Clinard in Fulton and Mr. and
Mrs. Orvin Morrison in Duke.
dom.
Chess Morrison has been
worse all last week. His visi-
tors include: Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Morrison and Billie Jean,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaugh-
an, Jack Pogue, Randy and
Robert, and Mr. and Mrs. Bon-
nie Cummings.
Pebble - Shot
Shooting stars are Meteors
usually no bigger than a peb-
ble or gain of sand. Seven or
eight may flash across • wide
horizon during any hour of a
clear night
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
s.• as for — -
Your Insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
Rev. Bobby -Copeland filled
his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. and
also at the evening worship,
following B. T. U.
Mr. and Mrs. Danny True
and children, of Fulton, Mo.,
arrived Friday night to spend
the weekend here with grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
True. They left for home Sun-
day afternoon, after having a
nice visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Mathis of
Akron left • Friday for home,
after having spent several days
with parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wye Mathis, in Weakley Coun-
ty Rest Home and with all
their relatives around this
area. Each will resume their
duties in the rubber city upon
return there.
Bro. Dennis Crutchfield filled
his appointment at the Knob
Creek Church of Christ the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. and
also at the evening worship.
Mrs. Cecil Hall, of Detroit,
spent .the past week with her
brother, Will J. Reed, in Dis-
trict No. 17. She has returned
to the home of her sister, Mrs.
Roy Brown, and Mr. Brown,
Oak Street in South Fulton.
Mrs. Sam Mathis is now do-
ing nicely and able to be out
some, after having a third vein
surgery at Hillview Hospital a
few weeks past. All friends
will be glad to know the sur-
gery was successful.
Mrs. Doyle Frields of Tulla-
homa. Tenn.. has been suffer-
ing from a slipped disc for the
past few months and is under
treatment that shows signs of
improvement. Everyone is glad
to know she is steadily im-
proving.
We've had thunder storms
and high winds today (Sun-
day). Rain fell to 2-3 inches.
All our lowlands were flooded.
The farmers planted corn and
cotton the past week and, no
doubt, they will have to re-
plant as soon as they get into
the fields. However, it's now
too late for replant on cotton
crop. Quite a number of acres
have been disced and broken
in the preparation of corn and
beans, major crops in this sec-
tion. Farmers, at this writing,
are very much discouraged.
Sunshine is wanted.
• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarke Bondurant
Mrs. Harry Tucker, Jr., and
son. Scott, were Wednesday
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Si Starkes of Pilot Oak.
We are glad to welcome Rev.
and Mrs. Sutherland to Cayce.
He is the pastor of the Cayce
Baptist Church. They have
moved into the parsonage, of
the church, which was the for-
mer home of Mrs. Ruth Cloys.
Mrs. James Dugan of Dyer,
Ind., is visiting her mother,
Mrs. May Wall, and brother,
Harold Hampton.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Albert
Scearce and family of Evans-
ville, Ind., spent the weekend
with his mother, Mrs. Mayme
Scearce,
Mrs. Neil Kerwin and dau-
ghters of Lockport, DI., spent
the week end with her mother,
Mrs. Rob Johnson. Miss Eva
Johnson also spent the weekend
with them.
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Della puce were Mrs. Montez
Oliver Of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Stayton, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Freeman of Martin,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Cruce
of Walnut Ridge, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gardner
of Murray spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Cruce. .
A large crowd attended open
house at the new Cayce Meth-
odist Church Sunday. They en-
joyed seeing the beautiful new
church and meeting their
friends there.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce, of
Milan, and Mr. and Mrs. John
E. Cruce visited with their
mother, Mrs. Mary Croce,
Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Mar-
garet Garth and son, Camp-
bell, of Union City also visited
her.
We are glad A. B. Overby is
able to be at home, after sev-
eral months in a rest home in
Fulton, following a stroke he
suffered He is doing fine, but
is confined to a wheel chair.
Bill—How did your girl like
that bathing suit you gave her?
Chuck — Fine. You should
have seen her beam when she
got into it.
Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For *eat* His Love
REV. J. W. WALIZER
Pastor
CHRISTIAN CHURCH, HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
According to a Kentucky History published in 1885, in the re-
cords of Fulton County, the following excerpt, "The first church
edifice was erected about 1840, a frame building 20 x 40, used for
school purposes also." It stood on the ground owned by C. CL.
Randle (now the property of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Vorhees). The
present site of the Christian Church was bought in an exchange of
property. The site of the present Hickman or Fulton eAminty Ele-
mentary School was owned by the trustees of the Christian Church,
and the present location of the Christian Church was owned by the
Lutherans, who also used the building as a school.
Records of the Fulton County Court Clerk's office show: Ex-
change of property, DB-15, pages 194-195, July 7, 1888, James H.
Saunders, Elder, S. W. Lauderdale. Deacon, S. W. Powell, Deacon,
Trustees, Christian Church.
(Church Photo Courtesy of Gardner's Studio)
"For years the Christian Church existed, but the property be-
:ame involved in debt during the Civil War and for a time was
suspended or inactive, meeting only on the first day of the week"
— excerpt from history.
The old church burned in 1914 and meetings on the first day
of the week were held in the court room of the court house. All
records of births, deaths and the histories were destroyed in the
fire.
In 1918 the present church building was erected, and dedicated
on July 8, 1918. The minister is Rev. J. W. Walizer.
Sunday services - Bible School 9:45 A. M.
Morning Worship 10:45 A. M.
Evening Worship 7:30 P. M.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:30 P. M.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Hickman - Fulion R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Dan -Cream. Inc.
West State Lin*
Fulton, Ky. 472-3657
Evans Drug Company
The Resell Store
216 Lake Street
207 Commercial 472-2430
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
Ray Williams Insurance Park Terrace Motel
Restaurant & Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday
K-N Root Beer Drive-In
CLOSED SUNDAY
Broadway So. Fulton 479-1711
M & B Gulf Station E. W. James and Sons
Tires, Batteries, Accessories SUPERMARKETS
472-2421 Kentucky Arc at Reed 472-9060 Hickman South Fulton Union City
Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment & Balancing
110 L•ke Street 472-9072
Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy. 479-2191
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 236-2655
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store--or at your door
Fulton, Ky. 472-3311
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 412-1471
Curtis Electric Co.
Complete Electric Service
124 Morris 479-2173
Henry I. Siegel Company. Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
• good place to wbrk
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Strait
Fulton, Ky. 472-1412
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1362
Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC.69/92
Clinton, Ky. 653-2771
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DEATHS
1970 Self-EmployeliMay Enjoy Savings In New-Law
Mrs. Willie Mitchell J. L. Allen
Mrs. Willie B. Mitchell died
Saturday, April 11, following a
month's illness.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday, April 15, in Free
Will Baptist Church, with Rev.
J. L. Polk officiating. Burial
was in Fairview Cemetery, and
Vanderford Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Mitchell, 74, was the
widow of Arthur Mitchell and
had been a resident of South
Fulton about forty years.
She was born in Henry Coun-
ty, Term., the daughter of the
late Bill and May Liza Capps
Adkins. She was a meinter of
the St. Paul AME Church.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Frances Harris of South
Fulton and Mrs. Gardena Good-
en of Fulton; one son, L. B.
Mitchell of East St. Louis; one
sister, Albert Adkins of Ful-
ton, four grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Vodie Rhodes
Mrs. Vodie Rhodes died in
the Fulton Hospital the early
morning of May 9th, following
a long illness.
Funeral services were held
in the Water Valley Baptist
Church on Sunday, May 10,
with Rev. Fred Jones officiat-
ing, assisted by Rev. Otis
Schultz. Burial was in Camp
Beauregard Cemetery and ar-
rangements were in charge of
Jackson's Funeral Home of
Dukedom.
Mrs. Rhodes, 86, the former
Bettie Laird, was born in
Graves County, the daughter of
the late Mack and 'Fannie In-
gram Laird. She was a mem-
ber of the Water Valley Bap-
tist Church. She and her hus-
band resided in Water Valley.
Surviving are her husband;
one granddaughter, Mrs. P. A.
Duncan, of Dallas; one grand-
son, Bill Green, of Water Val-
ley; one great grandchild and
one brother, Paul Laird of
Mayfield.
Funeral services for James
Leonard Allen will be held this
(Thursday) afternoon at three
o'clock in Hornbeak Funeral
Chapel, with Rev. J. L. Leg-
gett of Mayfield and Rev.
George Comes of Fulton, both
ministers of the United Meth-
odist Church, officiating. Burial
will be in Greenlee Cemetery.
Members of the Men's Class
of the First United Methodist
Church in Fulton will serve as
honorary pallbearers.
Mr. Allen was stricken at his
home, 300 Sunset Drive, Ful-
ton, at 2:05 p. m., Tuesday,
May 12, and was taken to the
Fulton Hospital. where he died
shortly after arrival.
Mr. Allen, who was 58, a
building contractor, was born
in Fulton County, the son of
Mrs. Bessie Sloan Allen of Ful-
ton and the late James Arthur
Allen. He was a member of
the First United Methodist
Church and of the Men's Bible
Class.
In addition to his mother, he
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
LaNette Nelson Allen, a Ful-
ton High School teacher; one
daughter, Janet Allen of Lou-
isville, and one sister, Mrs.
Doris Bethel of Fulton.
J. C. Harrison
J. C. Harrison died Friday
night, May 9, in the Methodist
Hospital at Memphis.
Funeral services were held
on Monday, May 11, in Horn-
beak Funeral Home, with Rev.
Bob Layne, pastor of the Trin-
ity Episcopal Church, officiat-
ing. Burial was in Forest Hill
Cemetery in Memphis.
Mr. Harrison, 51, was the son
of the late Ed and Cazie Speed
Harrison and was a resident of
Route 4, Clinton. He was em-
ployed as a conductor by the
Illinois Central Railroad.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Jackie Campbell Harrison, and
several cousins.
Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operetta' 68 Years —
* Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853
0.0
J. B. MANESS SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
•
Greenfield
Phone 235-2293
DERBY SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK
(and of course, any item on our regular menu is prepared by
superb chefs, seven nights a week)
— 
MONDAY —
GROUND ROUND STEAK, MUSHROOM SAUCE $1.75
French Fried Onion Rings, Baked Idaho Potato.
Choice of Salad
— 
TUESDAY —
FRIED CHICKEN LIVERS, CREAM GRAVY $1.50
Choice of Potatoes, Tossed Green Salad
— 
WEDNESDAY —
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN $1.85
(Call in for your orders to go)'
— 
THURSDAY —
COUNTRY HAM HOCK AND WHITE BEANS   90c
Cole Slaw - Hot Corn Cakes
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday - Bid Harper and
guest artists on the piano and organ—Bid will welcome YOU
as her guest artist.
— 
FRIDAY —
FISH, ALL YOU CAN EAT $1.25
The Jecksons on Plano and Organ
— 
SATURDAY —
Hugh has all hands ready for "Derby Sattidy Nig,lit"—
like real service and Steaks and Lobster and Chinese Food,
and Chicken Livers and right through the menu.
The Jacksons with sweet and mellow tunes and your re-
quests, as you like them. .
— 
SUNDAY —
ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
and sing along with the Jacksons
Every Evening — Birthdays and Anniversaries are special
occasions at the Derby — we bake the cake.
DERBY RESTAURANT
PHONE 472-1271
SERVING — 4 PM. TO 12 PM.
%
Some 18,900 self-employed
persons in Kentucky with in-
comes in the $10,000 to $13,000
range can enjoy tax savings of
up to $457 a year by taking ad-
vantage of a little known tax
law.
The $457 savings would apply
for a single taxpayer taking
the standard ten percent de-
duction under other provisions
of Internal Revenue.
With Christmas holidays over
and federal income tax time
approaching, people should be
considering benefits available
under the Koegh Act or RH-10
as it is sometimes called.
This law permits the self-
employed, regardless of in-
come, to set aside up to ten
percent of earned income or
$2500, whichever is less, for re-
tirement and to deduct it from
gross income for income tax
purposes.
Assume a male at age 40,
earning $10,000 to $13,000, wish-
es to save $1000 of his gross
income annually for retirement.
His net contribution or saving
after taxes would be $300 more
with HR-10 planning. Without
it, he could save only $700.
His cash accumulation at age
65 would be $42,225 as opposed
to an accumulation of $25,559
under a retirement annuity
plan without HR-10 benefits.
I-I11-10 experts at John Han-
cock point out that these
figures involving accumulated
dividends or life incomes are
illustrations based on current
experience and are not neces-
sarily guaranteed in every
case.
The Hancock experience in-
dicates that the people who
use HR-10 benefits most often
are construction trades people
whose average annual salary is
around $14,000. Another cate-
gory of self-employed that
seems most willing to use this
benefit is that of small busi-
ness proprietors and managers.
This includes grocery and
other store owners. A third
group is composed of those who
provide personal services, such
as cleaners, barbers and hair-
dressers.
Peoule mistakenly assume
that only those in high income
brackets benefit from tax
breaks. They fail to recognize
the same opportunity is avail-
able to self-employed with
more modest incomes.
Those who might best bene-
fit from use of these plans are
those beleaguered middle in-
come wage-earners — the be-
ginning professional for ex-
ample — who are earning
around $12,000.
HR-10 programs serve the
dual purpose "of lowering the
tax base while providing a
"cushion" of security for re-
tirement. In industry, these
plans are usually provided for
the employee by and through
the company. For the self-
employed, who must create his
own retirement program, a
knowledge of HR-10 could of-
fer a useful alternative.
Almost half of the retirement
plans sold in the United States
are based on insurance and
annuity programs. Thus, they
are within the reach of the
middle to low wage earner
through modest weekly or
monthly premiums.
Come April 15, people who
have taken advantage of the
HR-10 plan can say that they
are two-time winners—they
save on taxes and they sub-
stantially provided for their
future.
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Good Springs CPW met at
the church Thursday for the
regular monthly meeting, with
seven' members present. The
program "As The Twig Is
Bent" was presented by Ma-
pelle Ainley, assisted by Jack-
ie Bethel and Winnie Cunning-
ham. Mary Bruce presided
over the business and conclud-
ed by leading the group in the
Bible Story, "Jonah. the Re-
luctant Missionary."
Bill Matthews, Suedell Cun-
ningham and Francis Watkins
joined in celebrating their
birthdays last Monday night
with a supper at the Matthews
home. Others enjoying the oc-
casion were Alf Cunningham,
Loyd Watkins, Laura Mat-
thews, Nellie Meek and Mr.
and Mrs. Almon McGuire.
Mrs. Lewis Cole and Mrs.
Loyd Watkins attended Deco-
ration Day services at New
Salem Church Sunday after-
noon.
Franklin Nelson and family,
of Jackson, were visitors here
Sunday, coming especially to
visit with his brother, Lopez
Nelson, who is here from Cali-
fornia.
Mrs. Lurline Grissom has
gone to her daughter's, Mrs.
John W. Reeves, in Texas.
She had gone to Louisville with
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Bet-
ty Grissom, and flew from
there to Texas.
Roy Puckett had surgery for
appendicitis in Fulton Hospital
last Saturday:
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bruce and
children spent the week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Ken Heath
and children at Princeton.
These were college friends of
a few years back.
Mrs. Fonnie Reed came
home from Weakley County
Hospital last Thursday. She
and Mr. Reed are both quite
unwell at present.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bell visit-
ed their daughter in Memphis
last Tuesday, returning by way
of Alamo to spend Wednesday
night with his brother, Fr.ectdie
Bell, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. "Sandy" San-
derson carried Mrs. Grace
Armstrong and Jimmie to Roz-
zell Chapel, near Mayfield, for
Decoration activities last Sat-
urday. They came by and
visited with her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Dona Kelling, of -the same
community. On Sunday Mrs.
Sanderson honored her mother
with a dinner for Mother's
Day.
Bro. Stover's sermon topic
at Good Springs Sunday, May
17, at 9:45 a. m., will be "The
School of Personal Christiani-
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman West-
brook were week-end guests of
Rev. and Mrs. James West-
brook and Janice at Humboldt.
Mr. and Mrs. Avis Todd and
Mr. and Mrs. Baker and chil-
dren, of Como, were Sunday
guests also.
Too Late For Last Week
Good Springs welcomed a
young preacher to their pulpit
Sunday night. David Gargus,
ministerial candidate of May-
field Presbytery, brought the
message during the seven o'-
clock worship hour. Rev. Oren
Stover conducted the service.
Mrs. Gargus and daughter and
Danny Wade were also present.
Word received from Mrs.
Garrett Bailey by Mrs. Lucille
Brann last week is that they
are doing all right and are now
located in Saginaw, Mich., for
the duration of a job, probably
all summer.
Joe Vernon Gauldin, former
resident, was buried at Good
Springs last Thursday. He had
been living near Mayfield for
some time and died there.
Mrs. Loyd Watkins entered
Hillview Hospital last Monday
for minor surgery. She is home
and is feeling some better.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ber-
lage and children left for Mo-
bile last Thursday to spend the
week end with the family of
r. Berl a ge.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Harri-
son and two daughters, of La-
vonia, Mich., were recent visi-
tors with their mother, Mrs.
Eunice Harrison. While here
they enjoyed visits and meals
with other members of the
family, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Harrison and Mark of Fulton
and Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Moore
of Dukedom.
Menhace Vincent visited with
his daughter, Mrs. Bob (Joy)
Ward and family in Festus,
Mo.
Sympathy is expressed to the
family of Wayne Rhodes, who
burned to death Saturday
night. He was formerly a
school teacher in the communi-
ty at Lone Oak school.
OPENING_MONDAY!
The newly-decorated and
remodeled
COFFEE SHOP
Open at 6: a. m.
Corner of Main and Commercial
Shopping
Survey Is
Completed
The local "shopping" ques-
tionnaire for the Fulton-South
Fulton area, prepared by the
Marketing I class of South Ful-
ton High School for the retail
merchants association, was
completed this week and the
results announced by Wyatt
Cunningham, class instructor.
In undertaking the survey,
the class took the local tele-
phone book and attempted to
call the 2600 residential phones
in this area listed therein. Two
hundred three residents were
called three times and could
not be contacted, and some 567
were called once or twice but
could not be reached.
Here are the results of the
survey, (It will be noted in
some cases that since the per-
centages do not add up to a
total of 100, obviously some
callers listed several choices in
their answers.)
1. Do you shop outside the
Fulton-South Fulton area;
Yes 1259 69%
No 571 31%
If your answer is "yes" to
the above, is it for the follow-
ing reasons?
Price 483 37%
Selection 597 47%
Store hrs. 179 14%
Courtesy of sales people
137 11%
- Parking 212 16%
Other 174 13%
Which of the following do you
buy outside of Fulton-South
Fulton?
Appliances 205 16%
Cars 154 12%
Furniture 243 19%
Clothes 680 54%
Groceries 244 19%
Drugs 151 11%
Other 116 9%
2. Which of the following ad.
vertising media influences you
to buy?
WFUL 418 22%
WENK 272 14%
TV Ch. 6 284 15%
TV Ch. 12 187 10%
Leader 521 33%
News 277 15%
Shoppers 1104 60%
1JC Messenger
1434 7%
Are present store hours sat-
isfactory"'
Yes 82%
No 18%
Would you prefer that stores
remain open Wednesday after-
noons during the summer?
Yes 435 24%
Would you like for the stores
to remain open until 8:00 p. m.
on Friday the year around?
Yes 411 22%
4. Are banking hours satis-
factory as they are now?
No 319 17%
Would you prefer the same
hours plus late hours on Fri,
day?
Yes 390 21%
Would you prefer banks to
stay *Pan all day Wednesday
and late Friday and be closed
Saturday?
Yes 309 16%
SUSAN HONORED
Susan Warren, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Warren,
-"I Route 2, Fulton, has been
awarded the Cisco Trophy for
outstanding work in home eco-
nomics and FHA, the award
being presented at the Mother-
Daughter Banquet recently by
her adviser, Mrs. Pat TravLs.
FHS Class
Officers
Are Named
Steve Erickson will head next
year's Senior class at Fulton
High School assisted by the
following staff:
Ricky Robertson, vice presi-
dent; Deborah Hutchins, sec-
retary-treasurer; Bob Nanney,
business manager; Ann Mahan
and Marvin Green, public re-
lations.
Other Fulton High Class of-
ficers are: Juniors — Greg
Scales, president; Paige Mil-
ler, vice president; Kent Smith,
secretary-trasurer; Charles
Whitnel, business manager;
Nanci McCoy and Mike Mor-
gan, public relations.
Sophomores: Robin White -
sell, president; Gigi Brock, vice
president; Donna Sensing,
secretary-treasurer; Rusty
Crai g, business manager;
Kathy Glasgow and Pat Gas-
sum, public relations.
Freshmen: Andy Sensing,
president, Peggy Layne, vice
president; Jan Pulley, secre-
tary-treasurer; Jeff Campbell,
business manager; Walter Pow-
ell and Mary Ann Crutchfield,
public relations.
THE PHILOSOPHER
(Continued From Page Two)
waiting for train connections
as I would spend in actual
travel, I decided I would buy
a new book to make the time
pass more pleasantly. I stop-
ped at a drugstore in my coun-
ty-seat town and found my
book. In every way except one
it became as valuable as I had
expected it to be. The print is
so small that even my younger
eyes often hurt when I read
more than a few pages at a
time. But I have kept it, and
here it is, far from being a
wreck. Here is a copy of Ten-
nyson's IDYLLS OF THE
KING, another book bought at
the same drugstore a few
years later and used to make
endurable the long waits be-
tween trains. By that time I
had become quite romantic,
and I thrilled to the tales of
chivalry, tinged with pathos,
that I read and have many
times reread.
On and on, probably too per-
sonally, I could go, selecting
the book that meant so much
at the time and has been too
valuable ever since to be dis-
carded, even when I felt in-
clined to get a larger, more
readable edition. Since I have
known parts of several genera-
tions of readers, I know that
my own feelings toward books
have been normal and that my
inexpensive little volumes
could be placed side by side
with great tomes that have
meant equally much to other
readers.
The size of the book is im-
material; what is inside it, and
what reactions did it set up in
the reader? One of my favorite
essays is Charles Lamb's "Old
China," in which he tells about
how he and his sister saved
their money and denied them-
selves several much-needed
things in order to buy a treas-
ured volume and how they sat
up nearly all one night after its
purchase, just turning the
leaves of the expensive book.
It is customary to mention a
Bible as such, and to hosts of
people that is and was true,
but there were often other vol-
umes that opened new doors to
life, softened the harder edges
of things, became one's own
private treasures, probably un-
wanted by any one around but
to their owners absolutely
above price and not for sale.
UTM Is Site For
Jr.-Sr. Banquet
Approximately 150 attended
the South Fulton annual Junior-
Senior Banquet on Thursday
night, May 7, which was held
in the University Center ball-
room at UT, Martin.
Rev. Gerald Stow, minister
of the South Fulton Baptist
Church, was the speaker.
Stephen Walker, president of
the junior class, presided and
welcomed the guests. Bill
Bard, senior class president,
responded.
A dictionary stand for the
library was presented by the
juniors to the senior class.
Entertainment was provided
by Gary Jetton and John
Dunker.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton hospitals on Wednes-
day, May 13:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Jean Grayhead, John Cruse,
Mrs. Louella Phillips. Janice
Large. Mrs. Wilmon Boyd,
Mrs. Louella Wiggins, Fulton;
Mrs. Milton Counce, Barbara
Wilson, South Fulton; Mrs. J.
D. Campbell. Mrs. Geoffrey
Myers, Ernest Smith. Clinton;
Mrs. Bonner Williams, Mrs.
Carl Cagle, Hickman; Mrs.
Bruce Vincent, Wingo; Ernest
Byars, Dukedom; Mrs. Glenn
Storkes, Water Valley; Kenneth
Hastings, Martin; Mrs. Burton
Wright. Union City.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Lucille Matheny. Mrs.
Mary Austin, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Voelpel, Mrs. Blondell
Holland, Mrs. Elaine Forrester
and baby, Mrs. Grace RobeY,
Mrs. Evelyn Fields, Ralph
Wade, Mrs. Ruby Winstead,
Earl Collins, Mrs. Flora Red-
mon, Mrs. Mary Thompson,
Mrs. Delene Muzzell, J. B.
Lawrence, Gerri Tripp, Bob
Engel, Mrs. Mary Holland,
Fulton; Raymond Pewitt, Mack
Brown, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
Ella Mizzell, Route 2, Fulton;
Mrs. Cecile Arnold, Mrs. Net-
tie Gamble, Frank Gibbs, W.
D. Elliott, Mrs. Mary Browder,
Sam Jones, South Fulton: Mrs.
Norma Cannon, James Walk-
er, Mrs. Grace Ferguson. Mrs.
Elizabeth Mitchell, Dewey
Humphreys, Mrs. Joyce Clark,
Clinton; Mrs. Artie Wray, Ar-
thur Tarver, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Maynon Outland, Wingo; Roy
Puckett, Henry Poff, Duke-
dom; B. L. Campbell, Water
Valley.
WSCS- Officers
Invited To
Training Day
Local officers in the V
man's Society of Christian S
vice of Methodist churct
throughout the Paris Distr
will receive information cr
cerning their responsibilit
at the annual Officers Traini
Day to be held next Tuesdi
May 19.
The meeting will be held
Martin's Chapel United Me
odist Church near Murray, 1
ginning at 9:30 a. m., and cs
eluding with a sack lunch a
fellowship hour at noon. A
sery will be provided.
Instruction will be given
district officers in each line
work, with Mrs. C. C. Lowry
Murray, Paris District pre
dent, presiding. The medi
tion will be given by Mrs. L.
McCord of Cottage Grove, w
special music by Mrs. Kar
Coles. Mrs. Jerry Garrett
extend the welcome from t
host society.
Officers and circle chairm
of all societies in the distri
are urged to attend,
VET'S REP. HERE
H. S. Miles. contact repi
sentative of the Bureau of Vi
erans Affairs, will be at 1
Chamber of Commerce
Fulton from 9 a. m. until
p. m., tomorrow (Friday)
assist veterans and their o
pendents with claims for bet
fits due them as a result
their military service.
HOME AGAIN
Miss Gertrude Murphey is
return to her home in Full -
Sunday. after a two weel
visit with her cousin, M:
Edwin Cook Rice, in Sprit-.
field, Missouri.
SURPRISE
Father: "I couldn't take
any more and finally wash-
all the makeup off of my tea'
age daughter's face and pie
ed back all that hair, and
help me I've been bringing
somebody's else's kid."
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulto,
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpetin
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Closed
book.
There's a deadline for ordering space in
the Yellow Pages...and it's not far away.
And what about that extra listing
you've been needing.. .for grandparents
or children—aunts or uncles?
This year's Telephone Directories are
about to become a closed book.
So call our Business Office now.
South Central Bel
..111r—•", 
Y. WINDAGE--
(Continued From Page One)
tn-a-tailt-te -a- group--of-yetmg-mew 44.-eould
well be memorized by every young man to-day:
. "The boy who believes that his parents,
or the government, or anyone else owes him
his livelihood and that he can 'collect it with-
out labor will wake up one day and find him-
self working for another boy who did not
have that belief and therefore, earned the
right to have others work for him."
David Sarnoff started off his life with
nothing. . . and wound up with everything,
and the same will hold true in every future
generation in this Land of Liberty for young
men who are willing to work and work hard.
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Pane One)
ton about the true facts, may
just be the cause of some of
these' turbulent times we're
having.
Frank Albert is a real loyal
member of a team that feels
more can be accomplished by
advise and consent rather than
by speaking indiscrimately on
every subject just for the sake
of speaking out.
We have. a mighty good man
in Congress. He works hard.
He loves his district. He loves
the people he has been elected
to serve. You can't beat that
kind of public service. I hope
that Fulton County will give
Frank Albert Stubblefield the
kind of endorsement on May
26 that he surely deserves, and
that he has always received
from a grateful constituency.
ABOUT PROTESTS
Speaking of protests, as I
was a few paragraphs ago, I
wonder if you've noticed, as I
have, that most of the people
you see running around, mak-
ing speeches, fighting the po-
lice, etc. look like people from
a pre-historic age.
I don't think I quite under-
stand why the majority of the
dissenters feel that they have
to go barefooted, wear dirty
clothes, go unshaven, defy the
barber, and wear a special
kind of silly little eye-glasses
that make them all look like
members of a sinister cult.
I honestly feel that if many
of the people who hide behind
this ridiculous get-up could
realize it, their appearances
undermine their efforts to dis-
sent.
Don't misunderstand me. I
firmly believe in the right to
dissent, but it makes me want
to climb out of my own tree to
see these weird-looking people
trying to make serious-mind-
ed people take them seriously.
When I was at Vanderbilt
University a couple of years
ago as a Ford Foundation fel-
low I became intimately ac-
quainted with some brilliant,
sensitive students who were
leaders in the annual forums
called "Destiny of Dissent." I
shared their dilemmas in hav-
ing to fight in a war they did
not start, and perhaps could
not win. But they were serious
and dedicated young Ameri-
cans, the kind of young men
You'd like to call a son or broL
then They communicated with
their elders and had great in-
fluence on the campus.
I think that it was this kind
of unusual communication
with young people that prompt-
ed the President to select Alex-
ander Heard as hn advisor on
campus affairs.
Chancellor Heard and the
dissenters were on amiable
terms with their barbers and
their tailors, and they had
more than a nodding acquaint-
ance with soap and water.
They got the job done.
Racing Tax
Nets State
$6.1 Million
Kentucky's tax take from
horse racing last year was $6-1
million. with $4.6 million of the
total coming from the pari-
mutuel levy on thoroughbred
racing, the National Associa-
tion of State Racing Commis-
sioners said.
The report stated further that
Kentucky's 485 racing days
drew 1,936,465 fans who bet al-
most $125 million.
Total revenue received by the
30 states that permit racing
was $461.4 million. Attendance
throughout the country in 1969
for a total of 9539 racing days
in all the states totaled 68 mil-
lion who wagered a total of
1.54 billion.
STUBBLEFIELD—
'Continued From Page One)
country, especially from Pa-
ducahans, since Paducah is a
port of call for the steamboat
on its summer cruise, to keep
the over-night passenger vessel
operating on the Mississippi
River.
Representative Stubblefield's
bill to save the Delfa Queen
has been referred to the House,
Merchant Marine and Fisher-
ies Committee, of which Stub-
blefield is a member. He is al-
ready pushing for early action
on the proposal.
dein us
for a true
Bourbon
Hiram Walker's
Ten High
Come over to the taste
of Ten High, a true
Bourbon of Hiram
Walker character and
quality. Sip it slow and
easy. You'll be doubly
glad you joined us—
when you remember
Ten High's welcome
price!
bar best burble
Full 
Filth 
To1.30 Teel.
MiRAM
WALKER
11,0 .04
86 PROOF
op,M VVALKE/ips
N HIGH
sTRA,GHT Boulleo
vomsatt.
Apo.
86 proof • 1-1,fam Walker 6 Sons Inc Peoria, HI.
Stubblefield
Urges Creek
Work Forward
Congressman Frank A",-rt
Stubblefield has just left Wash-
ington, whose he re'urned from
a campaign frip through the
First Congressional District, in
order to testify before the
House Public Works Appro-
priations Committee to urge
I hat Congress appropriate
$100,000 to start construction
on the needed improvements on
Obion Creek.
Representative Stubblefield
argued vehemently in his
statement to the Appropriations
Committee that the administra-
ion's no-new-start policy should
not be applied .to Obion Creek,
because this project was start-
ed many years ago when local
interest, along with the Soil
Conservation Service, started
work on the Obion Creek Wa-
tershed project.
Since this is a joint project
with the Corps of Engineers,
Congressman Stubble-
field stressed to the committee
members that local persons in
the affected area have been
paying watershed taxes for a
period of ten years or more
and will never he able to real-
ize the full benefits of this pro-
ject until the Corps of Engi-
neers goes forward and com-
pletes its portion of the needed
improvements.
Stubblefield urged the com-
mittee to over-ride the Presi-
dent's and the Bureau of
Budgets' rejection of the $100,-
000 necessary to start this con-
struction, if for no other rea-
son than to insure that the
planning money already ex-
pended would not be lost
through changing conditions
that could occur if the con-
struction is delayed.
Stuibblefield Challenged the
Appropriations Committee with
laying down the local interest in
his district, who have waited
so long for the full benefits of
this joint project between the
Soil Conservation Service and
the Corps of Engineers, and
concluded with "We must see
to it that each segment of con-
struction is provided as quickly
as possible, in order that both
local and federal investments
can be fully realized."
DECORATION DAY
Sunday, May 17. will be ob-
served as Decoration Day at
Wesley Cemetery, on Highway
307.
COMBS—
(Continued morn Page One)
County), Ford and Combs
split even in Louisville and
Jefferson County (3rd and part
of 9th Dist.)'and in Southeast-
ern Kentucky (5th Dist.).
The 172 "Combs should run"
votes included a majority of
votes in Eastern Kentucky (7th
Dist.) and a slight edge in the
Bluegrass (6th Dist.).
Cong. Dist Ford Combs
Should Run Should Run
'(per cent) (per cent)
4 65 35
2 81 19
.3 50 50
"4 70 30
5 50 50
6 45 55
7 29 71
TOTAL 55% 45%
* Louisville & Jefferson
County
** 4th Dist, outside of Jeffer-
son County
Horn said a majority an-
swered yes to a question on
whether Lt. Gov. Ford has
earned the right to be the
Democratic Party's candidate
for governor.
The poll also asks about pos-
sible Republican candidates. In
answer to a question:. "If John
Sherman Cooper is not a candi-
date, do you think the strong-
est Republican is Highway
Commissioner Eugene Goss,
Deputy Commissioner of Fi-
nance Larry Forgy, or Parks
Commissioner James Host?"
"most who replied did not
recognize the last two names.
Horn said he conducted the
poll on his own initiative, "be-
cause I felt one way I could be
confident a poll is accurate is
to do it myself." In addition to
his tabulated results, Horn
made the returned question-
naires, including postmarked
envelopes, available to Frank-fort newsmen,
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UTM Expecting
Enrollment Of
"Approximately 1,900 stu-
dents, the largest enrollment
in the history of the summer
program at The University of
Tennessee at Martin, are ex-
weted to enroll for the 10-
week summer quarter," Henry
C. Allison, dean of 'admissions
and records, said.
Offering more than 300
courses in program of study
leading to the bachelor's de-
gree in 30 specialized fields,
the summer quarter at U-T
Martin is divided into two
five-week sessions. First term
classes meet June 21-July 21
and second term classes meet
July 21-August 21.
According to Dean Allison,
the summer quarter at UTM
is the ideal time for the in-
coming freshman to begin his
college education and to make
the transition from high school
to college. Upperclassmen em-
ploy the summer terms as a
means of catching up or get-
ting ahead in their college ca-
reers.
- "Since the classes are small-
er during the summer and
there are fewer extra-curri-
cular activities on the campus,
the incoming student will
have more time to spend on
academics," Dean Allison
said. "Moreover, the student
mho is undecided on a major
may use the summer quarter
as an exploratory means of
determining an emphasis of
study."
The Summer program at
UTM has experienced a tre-
mendous growth in recent
years. Since 1965, the number
of students enrolling for one or
both of the summer terms has
increased more than 200 per-
cent from 708 bi 1965 to an ex-
pected 1,900 in 1981.
The growth in the number
of students taking advantage
of the summer quarter may be
attributed to the University's
development of a wide range
of programs offered and to
Acreage
Transfer
Is Okayed
As result of flood from Mis-
sissippi River and recent heavy
rains, some cotton farmers in
lowlands were unable to plant
their cotton acreage.
The Fulton County ASC Com-
mittee requested that the
county be designated as disaster
for the purpose of transf erring
acreages from one farm to an-
other. Washington approval
was received as of May 8
1970. 
- Mom curreit—reaclings andThe transferring farm must records of Jim Hale, Southhave been prevented from Fulton.)planting or replanting. One or
more producers on transferringfarm must be a producer on
receiving farm, engaged in the
production, share in expense,
risk, and proceeds of the cot-ton.
Application must be filed
soon, in no case iater thanJune 10, and operator of trans-ferring and receiving farm
must agree to terms on each
application.
For further information con-
tact the Fulton County ASCSOffice, 701 Moscow Avenue,
Hcikman, Kentucky 42060,
Record Summel
Around 1900
the philosophy of the institu-
tion which commits itself to
excellence in undergraduate
instruction, Dean Allison said.
"The University's commit-
ment to superior quality edu-
cation goes beyond the tradi-
tional concern for imparting
knowledge and developing in-
tellectual sltills," Chancellor
Archie It. Dykes has said. "It
also includes the sharpening of
values, the fostering of moral
sensitivity and the develop-
ment of a sense of personal re-
sponsibility. The kind of per-
son 'ultimately produced as a
result of the educational ex-
perience is the central con-
cern of The University of Ten-
nessee at Martin.
For Anther information
about admission, write to the
Office of Admissions and Re-
cords, The University of Ten-
nessee at Martin, Martin, Ten-
nessee 38237,
MSU Alumni
Banquet To
Be May 30
Richard Lee Petty of Nash-
ville, a 1960 graduate of Mur-
ray State University, will be
installed as president of the
MSU Alumni Association at
the annual banquet May 30.
To be held in the ballroom of
the Waterfield Student Union
Building, beginning at 6:30 p.
m., the banquet is expected to
draw a capacity crowd of
about 600.
Senior class members at the
university will be the guests of
the association for the banquet
which will also include presen-
tation of the 7th annual Dis-
tinguished Professor Award
and introduction of 16 alumni
scholarship winners.
Harry Lee Waterfield of
Frankfort, two-time lieutenant
governor of Kentucky, insur-
ance executive, newspaper
publisher, and farmer, will de-
liver the main address entitled
"Murray State — Fortress of
Opportunity."
Outgoing president Barkley
Jones of Mayfield will install
Petty, formerly of Paducah,
who also earned the M. A. de-
gree at Murray State in 1966,
and the other new officers—
president-elect Dr. Forrest C.
Pogue of Arlington, Va., a 1931
Murray State graduate, and
vice president Hoyt Jones of
Mayfield, a 1937 Murray State
graduate.
WEATHER REPORT
Date High Low Rrecip.
MAY 1970
6 74 52  
 0
7 83 52 
 
0
8 34 62 .. 0
9 78 85 
 
0
10 73 60 2" rain
11 Al 64 ...... .1 rain
12 86 70 
 0
FIVE YEARS AGO
MAY 1965
6 85 64 
 
trace
7 90 60 
 
0
8 88 60 ....... 0
9 81 62 
 5 rain
10 78 86 ....... trace
11 80 82 
 
0
12 84 56 
 0
NINE YEARS AGO
MAY 1941
75 81 .75 rain
7 78
8 713 56 ....... I. rain
9 60 0 trace
10 72
Ii 81
12 87
Two Countians
Make Dean's List
The Dean's List for the fall
semester of the 1969-70 acad-
emic year at Western Kentucky
University includes two stu-
dents from Fulton County,
Susan Key Caldwell, and Don-
ald Richard Everett.
A total of 1,801 Western stu-
dents were named to the
Dean's List, as announced re-
cently by Dr. Raymond L.
Cravens, vice president for
academic affairs and dean of
the faculties. To be named to
the list, a student must achieve
an academic point standing for
the semester of 3.3 or higher
out of a possible 4.0
HONORS DAY
South Fulton Elementary's
Honors Day program will be
held tomorrow (Friday), be-
ginning at 12:15 p. m. in the
school gym. The American
Legion and the W. W. Morris
Memorial Awards will be pre-
sented, along with various other
awards.
..P.-4—,Fialtort-Cer-News;•Thursday-,-
VOLUNTEERS WANTED
Volunteers for next year's
room mothers are wanted.
Those interested should con-
tact Mrs. Charles Binford at
472-1227.
IN HOSPITAL
Mrs. E. E. Shanklin, of
Latham, sister of Ralph Breed-
en, is a patient in the Baptist
Hospital at Memphis. Cards
from friends will be appreciat-
ed.
•
Buy In Fulton
Parts For All
Electric Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Tentative Appropriation
Ordinance
For Fiscal Year
July 1, 1970 - June 30, 1971
Fund Revenue Ex tlitures
General $163.900 $193,494
Street 34,000 34,000
Water and Sewer 113.510 116,173
Gas 129,100 143,550
Bond 11.585 3,945
Unappropriated
Surplus 39,067
$491.162 $491.162
City Of South Fulton, Tenn.
Fulton County's
MAN IN WASHINGTON
Frank A Stubblefield
Return Strong,
Experienced
Leadership To
Washington —
There Is No
Substitute For
Experience, In
Such A Critical
Timelit Our
Nation's
History.
VOTE
STUBBLEFIELD
On May 26, 1970
Paid political adv: Stubbkteld for Congress Campaign Committee
T. Sledd, Murray. Ky.; treasurer.
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Child's Balloon
Crosses Ocean
CENTER LINE, Mich.
— As part of a seventh-grade
meteorology experiment Frank
Hayden sent up a 16-inch ball
loon filled with helium. It was
found in Burgdorf, West Ger-
many three days later.
LITTLE LEAGUE
BALL GLOVES
from $2.43
Dfficial Little League
SHO S
No
only
$4.98
LEADER
SPORTING GOODS
Upstairs over Leader Store
LAKE STREET FULTON
Mrs. Browder,
Fulton Native,
Dies In Oregon
FULTON, Ky., —Funer-
al services for Mrs. Marvin J.
Browder, 86, were held today
in Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. Browder died Wednesday
morning following an extended
Illness. She was the former Eula
Nugent, a native of the Pales-
tine community near here. She
was the daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. D. C. Nugent, pioneer
family of Fulton.
She leaves two sons, Nugent
J. Browder of Portland, and L.
T. Browder of Pioche, Nevada;
and a brother, Leslie Nugent of
St. Petersburg, Fla.
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Keep your winter clothes
COOL AND SAFE, All summer long
in our summer storage vault.
Free pickup and delivery
Happy Day Professional Cleaners
West State Line, Fulton 479-2525
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Running-Mate Unknown
Ford Announces
His Candidacy
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, declar-
ing the traditional monied pro-
fessional politicians are not sup-
porting me," announced his
candidacy for governor Satur-
urday before 500 supporters.
He entered a race which will
not be settled until a year from
now in the May Democratic
Primary — and did so one
month ahead of the expected
announcement of former Gov.
Bert Combs, once his mentor.
The remark about money and
political professionals seemed a
veiled thrust at Combs, as did
this opening comment:
"I am here today to make my
own announcement, to present
my own position, my own inten-
tions, my own pledges to you."
Combs signaled his intent to
run lefthandedly through state
House Speaker Julian Carroll,
TOUGH KOTE
Barn Paint
— RED
— GREEN
— WHITE
Lead - Zinc - Titan-
ium
$2.98 gal.
— We-Make Keys —
Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.
D-Paducah, w h o announced
here 10 days ago he is a candi-
date for lieutenant governor on
a Combs ticket.
Combs, still a federal judge
at Cincinnati until his resigna-
tion takes effect early next
month, has not spoken for him-
self yet.
Ford did not mention a run-
ning mate, presumably leaving
the field wide open and in-
definite.
The gathering was held in a
ballroom of a large motel near
the airport. Many in the crowd
were boosters from Ford's
hometown of Owensboro.
Also present were a number
of Senate colleagues — Ford is
Senate president by virtue of
office.
A related announcement was
made by state Democratic
Chairman .1. R. Miller, who
confirmed officially he is re-
signing at the earliest opportun-
ity to help in the Ford cam-
paign.
Miller told the crowd he is
calling the party's Central Ex-
ecutive Committee into session
June 13 for this purpose.
The lieutenant governor
seemed more intent on serving
notice to the Combs camp that
he is in the race to stay than
in opening up any specific is-
sues at this time.
"Let me make one thing
crystal clear," he said in one
departure from the text. "Not-
withstanding rumors (to - the
contrary), I will file. . . and I
expect to be the next gover-
nor."
A secret tug-of-war between
Combs and Ford, once his ad-
ministrative assistant, has gone
on for months over who should
try to lead the party back to
Frankfort in 1971.
Ford has said privately,
Combs promised to support him
if he ran. Combs has said pri-
vvately it was not quite that
way.
In any event, Combs passed
the word definitely a few weeks
ago that he was a candidate,
and since has tried to persuade
Ford indirectly not to run.
Ford said an overriding gen-
eral issue is lack of confidence
in elected officials. He con-
tinued:
"Our citizens are disillusioned
by candidates who promise to
do something about the prob-
lems of our cities and then fight
legislative action to make low
rent housing available; promise
safe streets and then do not rec-
ommend funds to upgrade and
strengthen police and badly
overloaded court and legal sys-
tems; candidates who promise
a total war on our environment-
al problems and then overload
our-decision-making bodies in
the field of pollution with rep-
resentatives of special interests
in clear violation of the intent
of the laws of our state.
Ford said he would in the
near future "set before the peo-
ple of Kentucky a plan or plat-
form which will be my priorities
for the 70s."
Ford said that if elected the
state will have a "government
of inclusion, not exclusion. I
will not hide from the realities
of the present or fear the fu-
ture."
The state's destiny can be re-
shaped only "by the concerted
will of its people, each one
standing equal," Ford said.
Fulton Citizens
Council Headed
By Burnette
FULTON, Ky., —N. W.
Burnette has been elected presi-
dent of the Fulton Citizens Coun-
cd.
The group's other new officers
are: Ples Fields, vice president
and Charlotte McClain, secre-
tary-treasurer.
Committee chairmen are Mrs.
Bill Casey, J. C. Sugg, Johnny
Atwill and Bill Holland.
The councils are active In 39
states and stand for "state's
rights, constitutional govern-
ment and racial integrity." The
local council meets on the first
Tuesday night of each month.
Richard Burrow Jr., Milan,
Tenn. city councilman, and Bill
Lord Jr., field director of the
national organization were pres-
ent at a recent meeting and
presented the program.
EVANSTON, Ill. — The Wom-
en's Christian Temperance Un-
ion has 250,000 members. There
are affiliated WCTUs in 72 other
countries.
FRIED KEN
—Try Our Pizza—Call W—
O OUR LOUNGE ROOM IS NOW OPEN
Dine & Dance-3: P.M. Till 12: P.M.
Scouts Schedule
Spring Cam poree
FULTON, Ky., — The
Cherokee District Spring Cam-
poree will be held May 15
through 17 on the Charles Rob-
erts farm about seven miles
out on the Middle Road.
Scout Troop 114 invites all
parents or interested persons to
visit the many displays that
will be available for viewing on
Saturday between the hours of
2 and 8 p.m.
Shop Advertisers
Warren Elected
President Of
Fulton Rotary
FULTON, Ky., —Hal
Warren has been elected presi-
dent of the Fulton Rotary Club.
The other new officers -are:
Arnold Fagner, vice-president
and Bruce Wilson, secretary-
treasurer.
The board of directors will
consist of L. M. BcBride, Bob
Bay, Hal Warren, James Nan-
ney and Arnold Fagner. Joe
Johnson will act as ex officio
member.
Not Using It
Now?
BOX STORE IT!
Keep It Safe
Store It Now
Bring each and
every winter gar-
ment to us to be
safely stored for
the summer and
cleaned ready for
fall!
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
TE I,EPHONE 472-1700
OR-Peviaauf
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. an
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.
BROWDER MILLING CO. IS NOW BOOKING
SEED SOYE3EMIS
11
1
1
For Pick Up or Delivery at Anytime.
We have the finest quality tested seed
in the following varieties: Hood, Kent,
Dare, Pickett, Dyer, Hill, Lee, and
4
Wayne. We also carry a complete line
of fertilizer and seed corn. With our
fork lift loaders, you can be loaded
and on your way in a matter of
minutes!
Come In Or Phone Today!
BROVIJER MILLING CO. INC.
Telephone 472-1300 Fulion, Kentucky
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Miss Mitchell
Completes Her
Wedding Plans
FULTON, Ky., — Miss
Rebecca Jeane Mitchell, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Vyron
Mitchell, is today making known
her completed plans to marry
Joe Frank Brush, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willard .Brush of McKenzie,
Tenn.
Vows will be pledged in the
sanctuary of First United Meth-
odist Church at 3 p.m Sunday,
May 17. The Rev. George Comes,
minister of the church, will of-
ficiate.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. L. C.
Logan at the organ, and by the
bride's father, tenor vocalist.
Mrs. Charles Thomas Powell
of Murray will serve as her sis-
ter's matron of honor. Brides-
maids will be Miss Cathey Mc-
Cool of Brownsville and Mrs.
Clennon Dailey of Halls, Tenn.,
sister of the groom. The bride's
younger sister, Cindy Mitchell
and the groom's niece, Debbie
Dailey, will be junior brides-
maids. Miss Dinah Dailey will
be the flower girl.
Serving the groom as best
man will be Terry Howell of
McKenzie. Groomsmen and ush-
ers are the bride's brothers, Vy-
ron Mitchell Jr., and William
Mitchell, the bride's brother-in-
law, Charles Thomas Powell of
Murray, the groom's brother-in-
law, Clennon Dailey of Halls and
Ricky Cozart of McKenzie. John
Mitchell, the bride's brother, will
be the train bearer.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.
Bill Powell.
Joins Staff Of
Lexington Paper
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Bill Powell, a member of the
Paducah Sun-Democrat news-
paper staff for 28 years, has
joined the Lexington Herald-
Leader as a special assignments
reporter.
At Paducah, Powell was a re-
porter-photographer, city editor,
executive news editor, roving
editor and feature writer.
His assignment with the Her-
ald-Leader will deal with events
in the central and eastern Ken-
tucky area.
U.S. Top Rice
Exporter
WASHINGTON — The United
States, although it has less than
1 per cent of the world's rice
acreage, is the world's biggest
rice exporter.
SALE! $2.0° EACH
Starts May
11 Thru 23
Reg. $3.00 Each
/Two Weeks
Only1
The DELORES e padded bra
Ida you beautifully.
CLARICE SHOP
300 Main St. Phone 472-3881
President's Review
Scheduled For 'HSU
MURRAY, Ky.—The I300-man maxes the year's ROTC activi-
ROTC Brigade of Murray State ties as 25 outstanding ROTC
University will conduct the an- cadets will be recognized for 
their achievement.
nual President's Review at 7
Highlighting the, review .will, be _
p.m. May 15 in Cutchin Football ."the presentation of the Presi-
Stadium. dent's Pistol by Dr. Sparks to
.President Harry M. Sparks the outstanding cadet for dem-
will be guest of honor. onstrated leadership ability and
The President's Review overall potential value to thec
 
United States Army.
Peggy Fuller
Is Bride Of
G. L. Jackson
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
— Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Fuller of South Fulton, are to-
day announcing the marriage of
their daughter, Peggy Sue, to
Garry Lee Jackson on May 2.
Mr. Jackson is the son of Mrs.
Rachel Craig, South Fulton, and
the late Vodie Jackson.
John Church, justice of the
peace, Union City, performed
the double-ring ceremony.
Their only attendants were
Miss Shirley King and Harry Mc-
Kinney.
The bride wore a street-length
dress of baby blue cotton and
dacron blend, featuring princes,
lines and wrist-length sleeves.
Her accessories were black pat-
ent. She wore a corsage of white
carnations.
Miss King wore a blue dress.
fashioned along Empire lines
with long sleeves. Her corsage
was also of white carnations.
Mrs. Jackson is a graduate of
South Fulton High School, class
of 1966. She is now employed at
Cecil's Liberty Super Market,
South Fulton.
Mr. Jackson attended South
Fulton High School and is em-
ployed at Goodyear Tire Co.,
Union City.
Mrs. Jackson's maternal
grandparents are Mrs. Leon
'Robertson of Farmington, and
the late John E. Doores. Her
paternal grandparents are the
late Mr. and Mrs. Valvie Fuller.
Mr. Jackson's maternal grand-
parents are the late Mr. and
Mrs. George Stephens. His pa-
ternal grandparents are the late
Mr. and Mrs. William Jackson.
After a wedding trip to Day-
tona Beach, and other points of
interest in southern Florida, the
couple will be at home in Ful-
ton.
HALF
PRICE
SALE OF QUALITY
Boys', Men's
and
Prep Size
PERMANENI
CASUAL Syle
Boys' Sizes
Regular $5"
NOW
$300
pr.
61% Demo* pelyesier41%
perm mil /110% Si.. C Polymer-
11111% roma bleeds Or MVO, red
brim COW
ele with Meted less. Selids, pleide
lood doers la erre. We, geld,
bra. ettal bum. $isse 6 le
116
• be. TM
PREP SIZES
Rativiar $350
$6.95
NOW 
Sam reiseleis s.d Were es demlbed
elior. Need sis inseles. ss50i.fl.
MEN'S SIZES
$400Values
$7.95
NOW 
reiriele. Mon end styles we ter
6eye• styles elms. Need se koalas.
Is. Ill ie SUL
FULTON. KY.
COMPLETE
Maple Twin Size
BEDS
$58.88
Hurry for Best Selection
Colorful Braided
Early American
Lmnatione charm at • $low price. Tightly
',oven, durable carpets,erns for longChoice of Brown, itu,t
or Moss Green. Ap-ply:Amato Blies.
22 x 44 
 $3.50
30 x 54 
 $4.99
Charles H. Paschall, Farming-
ton; Robert E. Harry, Bardwell;
James D. Toler, Owensboro;
and Robert T. Ogle, Beachwood,
N.J., were previous recipients
of the coveted .45 caliber pistol.
The ROTC Brigade is com-
manded by Cadet Colonel Austin
D. Byers, Louisville.
Source Of Oil
Not Detected
HONOLULU 
- 
Authori-
ties say they haven't found the
source of globs of sticky oil or
tar that soiled Waikiki's beach-
es this week.
The U.S. Coast Guard sent
samples Wednesday to a federal
Water Pollution Control Admin-
istration laboratory for analy-
sis.
Confusion
CINCINNATI 
— The
Rev. Charles F. Murphy and the
Rev. Charles F. Murphy have
become quite good friends.
They should be, since they of-
ten receive each other's mail
and telephone messages.
One Is a catholic priest who is
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, May 14, 1970 Page 2
assigned to St. Margaret Hall dale United Methodist Church
for the Aged, located at 1950 and his residence is at 1919
Madison Rd. The other Is a M- Madison Rd.
ister at the Walnut Hills-Avon- Ge To Church Sunday
NOW! TODAY!
PICK YOUR OWN
STRAWBERRIES
20c Per Quart Plus Ky. Sales Tax
Bring Your Own Containers!
5 Acres of new and Improved Varieties.
DAVID WELLS
Lccated Two Miles Northeast of Fulton On U. S. Highway 45
Open Daily at 6: A. M. Closed At Dark Closed Sundays.... .....
This Is Wade's - - - - Low Prices - Good Service
90 Days
Cash
"4/1 sq. yd. installation: -
for a living room,
dining room, bedroom, and hallway
at a saving of $140.36
OUR REGULARLY 10.18 SQ. YD. DuPONT 501" TEXTURED NYLON PILE
SAL[ $6.99 SQ. YD.INSTALLED
COMPLETELY INSTALLED OVER HEAVY RUBBERAIRE PADDING
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery
SMUDGED PRI1
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Coal For Plants
Lags, Says TVA
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The Tennessee Valley Authority,
has filed suit in U.S. District
Court in Louisville asking that
three coal mining companies in
Kentucky honor their TVA con-
tracts or pay 620 million in
damages.
Named defendants in the suit,
which will be heard Monday,
are Lafayette Coal Co., Chicago,
and Pyro Mining Co., and Black
Tam Mining Co., both of
Sturgis.
The suit contends the three
companies have failed to supply
TVA with coal from the Pyro
mine near Wheatcroft since
Nov. 5, 1969.
TVA claims it "has suffered
a dire and critical shortage of
coal" because of the alleged
breach of contract.
In an answer to the suit, at-
torneys for the coal companies
ask how TVA has managed to
operate continuously since ear-
ly this year if the defendants
stopped shipping and say en-
forcement of the contracts
would cause a loss of "not less
than 99 cents a ton for each ton
of coal delivered."
The defendants also say they
have been denied appeal pro-
cedures, as written into the con-
tracts, because of the federal
suit.
Five TVA plants are men-
tioned by the defense in 'their
answer—Widows Creek, Galla-
tin, Shawnee, Colbert and John-
sonville. Xhe Shawnee plant is
near Paducah on the Ohio River
and the other four are in Ala-
bama and Tennessee. All five
supply electricity to a grid, part
of which serves TVA customers
in Western Kentucky,
Kentucky Lake Is Site
For Sailboat Racing
For each of the past 17 years,
the Kentucky Lake Sailing Club
has conducted two sailing re-
gattas on Kentucky Lake at
Ken-Lake State Park. During
this time, a number of large
cruising sailing auxiliaries have
appeared to enjoy the finest
cruising and sailing waters be-
tween the Great Lakes and the
Gulfs-and at the same time the
number of smaller racing sail-
boats has multiplied.
Hence, something new in in-
land waters racing is being in-
stituted this year—the Kentucky
Lake Sailing Club cruise. Pat-
terned after the august New
York Club cruise. The larger
sailing auxiliaries will race
from ken-Lake State Pam in
Kentucky to Paris Landing State
Park in Tennessee, a distance
of 24 miles, on Saturday, May
16.
The fleet will anchor for the
night at Paris Landing and will
race back to Ken-Lake the fol-
lowing day. The regular Gov-
ernor's Cup Regatta will be held
at Ken-Lake the following week-
end with the usual two races on
Saturday, May 23, and one race
an Sunday, May 24.
Tha ICISC cruise will be 8111-
...., Al' log yachts 21 feet or
-overall length which
are equipped with living quar-
ters and with inboard or out-
board auxiliary power.
Many old-timers who have
raced for years in smaller boats
S. 
WANTED
Swarms of honey
bees. March 28 to
June is the swarm-
ing season, weather
permitting. I will pay
a small fee for them.
Call 479-1733, South
Futon. People living
within 20 miles of
Fulton may call col-
lect.
Allen's Apiary
511 Holmes Street
South Fulton, Tennessee
are now appearing with larger
auxiliaries which they use both
for racing and cruising. Jack
DeWitt, of Nashville. Tenn.,
raced a 33 ft. Swiftsure, John
sails a 33 ft Swiftsure. John
Martin Jr., of Memphis, Tenn.,
began with a 12 ft. Penguin and
now has a 25 ft. Coronado. Craig
Riddle Jr., of Madisonville, Ky.
and Tom Brizindine, of Green-
ville, Ky. each sailed a variety
of smaller boats and still race
in the Lightning Class but have
graduated to joint ownership of
another 33 ft. Swiftsure.
Jack Piers of Paducah, who
has sailed in every Governor's
Cup race since 1954 in various
smaller boats, now sails a 31
ft. Columbia. Ross Bryan from
Nashville, Tenn, has moved
from Lightnings to another 33
ft. Swiftsure. Bud Heerde, of
Gilbertsville, Ky., will be racing
a new 30 ft. Pearson Wanderer
and Drs. Eli Khouri and Jim
Seabury, of Paducah, have en-
tered their hot new Morgan 30.
The cruise will start at 10
a.m. on Saturday, May 16, and
should prove to be a most col-
orful sight for spectators on
on land or in other boats. About
25 auxiliaries are expected to
enter, and further information
is available from Craig Riddle
Jr. at (502) TA1-3122 or Jack
Piers at (Ka) 444-7291.
Hickman FFA
Team Wins Soil
Judging Contest
CLINTON, Ky., —The
Hickman County chapter of the
Future Farmers of America has
taken first place in the district
soil pude/1g contest, held in
Livingston County.
The highest individual score
in the contest was earned by
Tommy Bugg, and the second
highest Individual score was
earned by Joe Allison.
The Hickman County team in-
cluded Bugg, Allison, Robert
Rodgers and Gordon Samnles.
The team will compete in the
sate soil judging contest at Hart
dinsburg in June.
Wayne Hurd, the instructor cis
vocational agriculture at Hick-
man County High School, ac-
companied the team to the con-
test.
YOUR BEST PAINT BUY
MARTIN
SENOUR
PA I NTS
3000
FUME RESISTANT
HOUSE PA!
ONLY VIR.
Exchange
Furniture
117 Connierdal — 472-1533
SUPER-RIGHT
BLADE CUT
CHUCK ROAST
Hindquarters Turk" Lb 35t
Fresh Chicken Parts
Whole Breast Or Legs Lb 59c
Semi-Boneless Hams  super 
Right
 190
Cod Fillets
Cap'n John Frozen
1 Lb. Pkg.490
el° z $1Fish Steaks  Pkg$
Cap n John Frozen
PRICES GOOD rHRU MAY 16
Oranges 
 
 12 For 39trlorida 125's
Yellow Corn Sweet . 5 Ears 39(
Kale Greens. „.. looz. pk,. 290
GALLON
BOTTLE
A— &II OFF ...--!.
— 
_...
........ PURE'', BLEACh 38; _.......... Mar
.01.11 .ALLON BOTTLE 411101.- .•••11,6
.... 
4M-
..... With This Coupoi
.....-
-Ow 41111.-
aim- ..../.0
uouri only A, A Ili P F000 MOM. WM-
....M. 4M.-Repub. Price Without Coupon
....
Mew
-OM Coupon Expiires Sot MS, In
,••••••
.10
.0.- LIIIIii l oupol. Per Custom*.
AP I
5
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Rib Steak 
Super Right Beef
Chuck Steak' Right
Ground Chuck Fresh
Lb  980
Lb  68C
Lb  880
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More All Beef
am urger Lb.
U.S.D.A. Insp.
Whole Fryers  No. Limit No Purchase Lb. 29
Pork Chops Fir" Cut
Pork Roast  7 Rib Portion
Lb 690
Lb 590
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More
Ground Beef 
Grade ' A ge
Grade A Medium
3 doz. $1.00
I.or
Vine Ripetoes 15 For 490
Yellow Onions .  lb. 100
Pineapples Fresh Ea 390
Oranges 88 Size Calif. 
1 0 For 69
A&P FREESTO E
PEACHES
Sauerkraut "P
4.!
S Si
 
IGreen BeansCansA $1&P French Style 5
e&P White Whole Kernel
Golden Corn.  511.?i: $1Chicken S.tar s. lic).2. $1
Campbell's Soup.
Coffee A&P Vac Pak TLbin. 1 5
delt
4th & 5th
Fibs
LB.
SUPER
-RIGHT
BEEF
RIB ROAST
,t
Nth,. 111 95c
Saltines Ma"
Detergent  ahoy
Pork 8. Beans IonaCampbell's Soup A. 10 Os.
Chicken Rice.  Cans $1
Dinner Napkins')."  3 71°.c.`790
Bathroom TisWsu  
;Cloud 3 890
if
Coldwater all l'Off3 
L
11,a  b. el Oz.BoxOY,
ONLY
SAVE 30c
Me i
Instant Brealifist • • 49t
Apple Sauce A&P  5 
16 Oz.
Cans 89
Margarine &iA P Corn Oil 3 Ic _.,,... $1
Golden Rise
Biscuits 6 4C(8):; 39C
A&P Mouthwash 7-oz. 290
JANE PARKER
BUTTERMILK
BREAD
SAVE 33;
20 OZ 99,
LOAVES
-
LIMIT
One Coupon per Child
2 Coupons per. Family
$2 OP 1C.. 000171110•1 1101
[NU 0 ; ,{•I1S OF 41,
vzse913065113MOCSGSS-
YOUR
 
 CHILD'S
*3.95 I/
PROFESSIONAL
PORTRAIT
in Livin COLOR
DESK
SIZE
Just
BRING IN THIS ADV.
TO OUR STORE
(I.t.se As Coupon)
Free Offer: 7 Yen ot youxqvt
Photographer will be Here
WEDNESDAY ONLY!
MAY 20th
11 a. m. Til 5 p. m.
o Additional Purchase Required
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
The Store
LAKE STREET FULTON
MAY SEWING BONANZA
POLYESTER KNITS $ q 88
YdI Reg. S7.98 Yard  Only Ail
TERRY CLOTH yd. 88t
Sportswear Special! Printed . 13
Denim, Duck, Sailcloth Yd.
BUTTONS 
 2 PRICE
GINGHAM PLAIDS 59,
Polyester and Cotton, Reg. $1.39 Value yd.
1 To 5-Yd. Lengths! Cotton
C t
MILL-END REMNANTS O yd.
FULTON SEWING CENTER
"Your Local SINGER Dealer"
Phone 479-1922 701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton
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Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus A. Binford
Page 4
C. A. Binfords To Have
Anniversary Reception
CRUTCHFIELD, Ky.,-May 9,invited between the hours of 2
-Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus A. Bin- and 5 p.m.
ford of Crutchfield Rt. 1 will The Binfords were married
celebrate their golden anniver- may 16, 1920 at Fulton. Esquire
sary with a reception at their S. A. McDade, Justice of the
home Sunday, May 17. All of peace, performed the ceremony.
their friends and relatives are Their attendants were Vivian
Binford Lacy, cousin Of the
groom of St. Louis, and Claude
Howell, brother of the bride of
Crutchfield.
Mrs. Binford, the former Del-
ma Howell, is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. John Wes-
ley Howell of Hickman County.
A retired farmer, Mr. Binford
is the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Gid Binford of Fulton
County.
Mr. and Mrs. Binford are
members of Crutchfield United
Methodist Church. They have
lived on the same farm the en-
tire 50 years.
They have one son, Gerald
Binford of Crutchfield Rt. 1, and
a granddaughter, Mrs. Joseph
G. Newton of Murray.
PATRICIA ROSE VIA
Via-Ward
Vows To Be
June 28
CLINTON, Ky. -Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Via of Fulton
Rt. 1 announce the engagement
of their daughter, Patricia Rose,
to Kenneth Murry Ward, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Ward of Clin-
ton Rt. 2.
Miss Via is the granddaugh-
ter of Mrs. W. A. Copeland and
the late Mr. Copeland, and Mrs.
C. B. Via and the late Mr. Via
She attended Murray State
University, receiving a bachelor
of science degree and a master
of arts degree in business edu-
...our best selling4pknylon cord tire!
"SAFETY ALL-WEATHER 1" TIRE
Tabelesa
Slag
Neg.
Bleakest!
Sale
/eke
Blackwell
Neg.
Pr
Whitewall
tale
Price
Whitewall
Pt.. Fed.
Ia. rvu.Price N. Tnid.Needed
7.00-13 $24.95 $22.41 228.25 921.44 II 96
E78-14 $26.10 $23.4.1 229.40 $211.41 $2.25
F78-14 527.60 524.80 $30.90 $27.110 22.44
078-14 530.25 527.211 233.55 131.26 $2.60
H78.14 $33.20 121.61 136.50 $32.83 $2.80
E78-15 $26.10 223.45 $29.40 $26.48 $2/3
F78.15 527.60 $24.110 930.85 127.11 $2.40
078.15 $30.25 $2720 $33.55 $36.28 $2.60
HIS-15 $33.20 $21.61 $36.50 132.16 $2.110
J76-13 $37.50 133.71 $4010 111.11 $2.93
BUY NOW, SAVE 23° n
SALE ENDS
SAT. NIGHT!
1.00 13 tubeless bleckwIdi
plus $1.94 Fed. f.K. Tax.
No trade noided.
PIERILAII I PRICE $2226
USK OUR RAIN CHICK PROORAMI
Because of an expected heavy demand toe
Goodyear tires, we may run oat of Borne sins
during this offer, but we will be happy te
order your site tlre at the advertised price
Ind issue you a rain check for future deliverySt the merchandise.
•The name Safety All-Weather 111 biteg
changed to All.Weether "71". The tire will
continuo to carry the Safety All-Weather
Same on the sidewall IA certeld $UN WO
champ Is tornelsited.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORESUSE OUR EASY PAY PLAN!100 WEST STATE LINE PHONE 472-1000 FULTON, KENTUCKY
Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following Dealer:
CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR 4th 8,/ Depot Fulton, Ky.
cation. She is a member of Al-
pha Omicron Pi social sorority
and Pi Omega Pi honorary busi-
ness fraternity. She is employed
by IBM in 1VIemphis, Tenn., as
an educational services repre-
segtive.
Mr. Ward's maternal grand-
parents are Mr. Thomas L. Ezell
and the late Mrs. Ezell, and his
paternal grandparents are the
late Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Ward.
Mr. Ward attended the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and Auburn
University, working on a doc-
tor of veterinary medicine de-
gree, where he was a member
of Alpha Psi professional vet-
erinary fraternity and Alpha
Zeta honorary agriculture fra-
ternity. He is employed as a
territorial sales manager with
the Wayne Feed Division of Al-
lied Mills, Inc.
The wedding Is being planned
for Time 28
They Like
Australia
SYDNEY, Australia
More than 170,000 American
servicemen have come to Aus-
tralia on rest-and
-recreation
leave from Vietnam since the
program began In October 1987.
,The average now Is 45 R&R
'flights per month, each carrying
1164 servicemen.
HOUR
-AFTER-
HOUR
Anti-Perspirant
8-oz. Reg. $1.69
$1.09 
7-oz. Regular
99c 
E. W. JAMES
& SONS
Supermarket
West State Line, Fulton
••••••-
More Than 200 Interested
In Creative Writing Workshop
MURRAY, Ky.-More than 200 Noting that the volume of in- forms-short story, novel, poen v
prospective students have re- quiries-representative of many and articles-has blossomed into
quested information and enroll- parts of the United States, in- one of the most successful new
eluding Alaska-is running far programs to be initiated on the
ment applications for the sec- 
ahead of last year's pace, he campus in many years.
ond annual Creative Writing said the growth of the work- Copies of "First Summer," a
collection of student work from
the first session last year, went
on sale last week, and Wrather
said he is "delighted with the re-
ception the book is receiving."
Published and copyrighted by
Murray State, the 231-page book
includes 50 works contributed
by students from the workshop.
Included are 15 short stories,
four excerpts from novels, eight
articles and 23 poems.
Workshop at Murray_SlaiCAfil-
versity June 29-July 17.
M. 0. Wrather, executive vice
president of the university and
organizer of the workshop,
called the response "an ex-
tremely gra ti tying indication
that the first three-week session
last summer has served to whet
a keen interest among aspiring
writers."
shop is not surprising.
"ConSideiin-a-m---credentiais
of Jesse Stuart as the director,
the capability and experience of
the other writers serving as fac-
ulty members, and the highly
successful first workshop, we
expected the workshop to be-
come an attractive feature of
the program here," he added.
He said the workshop, which
includes studies of four writing
r
eM11111111004•11604111M0411=Vo411111•041M1004/WP01181110041=v0VEIMPO4M1111e6WW18046/10.04=10.04O111$
ANTHONY'S WIGS!
as advertised in the Commercial Aopeal. Located at 517
Vancil St. 3 blocks East of the Park Terrace Motel in South Fulton.
Tenneftee. Turn at yellow blinker at Park Terrace. Come 3 blocks
on McKinney Road. Corner house on right.
FEATURING THE FITTED'NECKLINE
Wash and wear wigs an Exclusive
from Anthony's in all colors including
Frosted.
Blondes $
Frosted ONLY
995 All
Colors
OPEN: 10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
After 6:00 P. M. by Appointment Only
L00.41.0.1M1.0.111111001M10)41111W4 )4111=1K) 41MINI.0.11=1111HMIIIIIMI.04•1111.04=04
Phone 479-1705
CITY NATIONAL NOW OFFERING
AUTOMATICALLY RENEW ABLE
Certificates Of Deposit At The
MAXIMUM RATES Allowable For Banks
INTEREST PAID WJA11,7748141,
ON ALL SAVINGS CERTIFICATES'
/A T 0111 Per Annum
ON 24 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
ON 12 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Per Annum
• ON
3 OR 6 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
MAXIMUM RATES ALSO BEING PAID
Passbook
2
 
c 0 Savings accounts
(Cmpeuded Seal-kinally)
ony 
All accounts insured by the FDIC up to $20,000.
City
NATIONAL BANK
FULTON KENTUCKY
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i MISS LIBERTY(011 SLICED
HIEF CHUM
ALMON Tall Can 690
LILY PINK
k ALMON Tall Can  79O
DEL MONTE
FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 - 303 cans $ 1
DEL MONTE
TUNA Chunk Style 6 V2-oz. can 370
CHICKASAW SLICED
BACON LB. 6 0
OLD FASHIONED
BOLOGNA by the stick _ _ Lb. 39 ••
NICE THICK
FAT BACK Lb. 29 •
LIQUID Half
BLEACH Gal.
PuREX 33c GOV. INSPECTED LB.FRYERS COUNTRY SKILLET WHOLE 25c
HUNT'S
CATSUP Bottle 
39c BLUE PLATEMAYONNAISE Qt. Jar 49C
PEANUT BUTTER 12-oz. Jar 49C
CAMPFIRE SKINLESS
• , NKs 12 Oz.
111Pkg.4 9 6
COUNTRY STYLE
SAUSAGE 
FRESH
NECK BONES 
Lb. 49C
Lb. 290
X DUNCAN HINES
19 oz.CAKE LICK ROAST uFsiRcs„TocIucET 49
BLUE
FLOUR
MASTER
BAKE
SEAL
COFFEE
Lb.
Bag 
0
5 4
LOUR
25 LB 89 I
BAG $I I
FOLGER'S
CAPTAIN KIDD
PEANUT BUTTER 12-oz. Jar 490
LARA LYNN SALTINE
CRACKERS , Lk Box 27C
MEAL'
BLUE LB 390i
SEAL 5 BAG
POUND 89c
i
FRESH
him."
ribmba
—
BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS &
Fresh
LIVER Lb.
sTEAK
La. 390
CHICKEN PARTS —
 Lb.59c
 
 Lb. 59c
- - 1--b• 55c
Lb. 29c
NECKS 5Lb. 1 c
Fresh
79c GIZZARDS Lb. 39j,
CHUCK
U.S. CHOICE
FRESH SLICED
BEEF LIVER Lb. 490
FRESH
PORK BRAINS Lb. 39C
1 HAMS
SOUTHERN BELLE
I TENDER SMOKE
WHOLE OR SHANK
HALF LB. 59
LB. 79c
, A
CRISCO
38 oz 790
BottleOIL
HORMEL
CHILI With Beans 3-15-oz. cans $ 1
HUNT'S
NANWICH 300  390
FRESH
STEAK
SLICED PORK
LEI 69 0
FRESH
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 79C
OLD FASHIONED
HOOP CHEESE Lb. 890
D RI NKS ALL REG. SOFT 2 6 BottleCartons39 H I BURG MEATER 3 Lbs. or More LB. 59
RAFT BAR-B-QUE
, AUCE 18-oz. Bottle 39
RAFT
STARD 15-oz. Jar 35C
PARKAY
OLEO Lb. Pkg. 330
LIQUID BLEACH
PUREX Gallon Jug .55C
SOFT WEAVE
TISSUE 2 Rolls 310
WALDORF
TISSUE 4 Rolls 45C
AJAX
DETERGENT Giant Pkg. __ __ 790
LIQUID
CHIFFON 22-oz. Bottle __ 39C
POTATO
TOWELS
VIVA PAPER
c
..m..I
Jumbo $1
Rolls
PS KAS10 1/2 oz. 490Twin Pack
.0161iN. .INEN. .11.1.1. .4.1.1. .1111.111. 'UMW.
, EGGS
GRADE 'A'
LARGEI GRADE 'A' . Doz. HOT
MED.
..eme. 1m.deme- ..eme- -001...ene. .smei2 c300 290
EAT
AMP. .411.111P.
— MISS
i BREAD
i BREAD Round
I PULLMAN
DOG
i BROWN &
..eaa.CORN
PIES
4111Ellet. "MEW 'ISM' .WIIIIII. 'ellEN,"'sb.
LIBERTY BREAD ___ 
"
Round Top 2 - 14I/2-oz. loaves 45c
Top 20-oz. loaf 25c
24-oz. Loaf 31c
and HAMBURGER BUNS 29c
SERVE ROLLS Pkg of 12 25c
MORTON'S 
8 OZ.5 PIES $
IGA FROZEN ANEW .411111s. -0=Is• .dinao. .elElloo.
ORANGE JUICE 6 - 6-oz. cans _ $ 1
il Graden-Delight-Frozen
'FRENCH FRIES 2 Lb. Bari ..39C
1 ALL
i BISCU
BRANDS
ITS 3 8-ozCans u
-..m. .swee. .ame.-.4m.3 EARS 290
TINW PET
D OG
PEAS
F00016-02903
Cans
-von. -veme- ...ezo. .sin.- ..m...amel-sene-
FRESH YELLOWWOLCO
Black Eye
Crowder
LADY 'BETTY
PRUNE JUICE 32-oz Bottle ..,39C
BAMA PRESERVES
STRAWBERRY 18-oz. Jar __.49C
MISS WISCONSIN
GREEN PEAS 6 - 303 cans _ _ $1
ARMOUR'S
TREET 12-oz. can 630
i ppLE RED DELICIOUS 6 FOR 39 088-COUNT
CE
, , ILK TURNER'S HGailf. 45
LIZERTIrrITIBERUPO Ty COUPON
FRESH
STRAWBERRIES GHFROOMWENx 390
LIBERTY COUPON r 
,_.......,....„__........w..., ....—
LIBERTY COUPON
MISS LIBERTY SLICED
BACON Lb. Pkg.
With This Coupon and Additional $5.00 Purchase. Exclud,
Ina Milk and Tobacco Products. (Llerdt 1 Par 
Family)
Vold After May This 1510
MARTHA WHITE
CAKE MIXES 3- 19-oz. Pkg. __ 89C
WITH THIS COUPON
Vold After May ltth 1570
AJAX
CLEANSER Reg. Size Can __ 100
WITH THIS COUPON
Vold After May
mum
SWAN 22-es. Bottle 390
Inn! THIS COUPON
Veld After May Mt 19711
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Postmastership
Applications
Being Accepted
M.AYFIELD, Ky., May 6—Ap-
plications will be accepted until
June 3, for the position of post-
master at Water Valley, in
grade PFS 7, with a starting
salary of $7,650.
Applicants must have 3 years
experience at levels PFS 6 or 7,
be between the ages of 18 and
70, and have resided within the
delivery area of the post office
for the past year.
Information about examina-
tion requirements and instruc-
tions for tiling applications may
be obtained from the Water Val-
ley Post Office or from the In-
teragency Board of Civil Service
Examiners, Room 167, Federal
Building, 600 Federal Place,
Louisville.
Clever Sign
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The cleverest sign in a long
time was posted outside a home
here: "Look Daddy—Puppies
for Sale."
NOW SHOWING
FOR 7 BIG DAYS
(GENERAL AUDIENCE)
Three marooned astronauts.
Only 55 minutes left to res.
cue them - while the whol•
world watches and waits!
Gregory Peck
David Janssen
Richard Crenna
James San Fran-
ciscus
Gene Hackman
IN
MAROONED
Panvision and Technicooir
Rescue Unit
Is Praised
Sheriff T.C. McCullough has
praised the efforts of the °Mon
County Volunteer Emergency
Radio and Rescue Unit for its
efforts In a recent drowning in
the Obion River and backed a
movement to help the organiza-
tion obtain necessary equip-
ment.
"If every citizen in Obion
County and the adjoining coun-
ties could realize how impor-
tant this unit is, and will con-
tinue to be, I am sure they would
support the organization 100
per cent," said Sheriff McCul-
lough.
"Members of this unit worked
day and night during the recent
tragedy, while attempting to
carry on their regu:ar jobs, too.
U these men can donate their
time and their skills, certainly
SENIOR ENIERTAINER--Jim (Pup) Bakci, Frankfort, teddies his fiddle for the
s..nior citizens picnic to be held ?slay 19 in conjunction with the annual Capital
City Senior Citizens Day. The special day highlights the month-long observance
,f Senior Citivens Month in Kentucky. (Karen 'rain Photo)
DINE and DANCE
In our LOUNGE
Candlelight Dining
Pizza—Chicken—Bar-B-0
Live Entertainment
At 9 P. M.
NO COVER CHARGE
RAY'S South Fulton,Tennessee
Where Friends Meet A Dine
li;**********************21i**sic*
Enjoy the Organ Music of
MARTHA LOGAN
Each Evening
In The Beautiful
DINING ROOM
e*
At Fulton, Ky
****************************
Zute. ?luta
at the CELLAR LOUNGE
Open 5: p, m. to Midnight 
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights
The Wanderers
Friday Nights
MOOD INDIGO
Saturday Night
A
THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321
Showing At Varsity Theatre — Martin
WEDNESDAY Thru TUESDAY
Only one complete show nitety 7:15
MAY 13-19
(Ono hour repeated)
"Marooned'is
one helluva movie!"
-John Huddy. Warn, Herald
GREGORY
PECK
RICHARD ..DAVID
CRENNA • JANSSEN
JAMES GENE
''RANCISCUS • HACKMAN
"MAROONED"
Panaerston• • Eestmancoloi
co-starring
LE GRANT • NANCY KOVACK • MARIETTE HARTLE1
Screenplay by MAYO SIMON • Based on the noyel by MARTIN CAIDIN
Produced by M I FRANKOVICH • Directed by JOHN STURGES
From Columbia Pictures
Admission: Adults $1.00—Chltdzin 50c
Teacher, Inmates
Charged In Slayings
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. gan County Judge Bob Brown
Police have charged a Webster Tuesday night and ordered held
County High School teacher and without bond in the Warren
two Kentucky State Penitentiary County Jail at Bowling Green.
inmates in the 1965 kidnap
-slay- State Police Detective G. C.
ings of Lewisburg banker Edgar McMillen said Almon is a
C. Harper and his daughter, brother-in-law of Lovan and .a
Eustice Givens. former teacher in the Hopkins
The teacher, Kenneth Almon, County school system.
36, was arrested Tuesday at his Logan County Atty. Jesse Ril-
home in Providence and charged ey Jr. said a preliminary hear-
with murder. ing for Almon will be held Mon-
Murder warrants were issued day before Judge Brown.
for James Taylor Lovan, 34, and
Alfred Finley Harvey, 26, both
of Hopkins County. Logan Coun-
ty Sheriff Jim Johnson said the
warrants were forwarded to the
penitentiary in Eddyville where
Harvey is serving 21 years for
armed assault with intent to rob
and Lovan is serving 15 years
for storehouse breaking, school-
house breaking and hog-stealing.
The bodies of Harper, 81, and
Mrs. Givens, 50, were found aft-
er a 15-week search on an aban-
doned farm about eight miles
from their home.
Harper, president of the Lew-
isburg Banking Co. at the time,
was shot in the neck. His daugh-
ter, with whom he lived, had
been shot in the head and
heart.
The case has remained un-
solved even though officers
spent thousands of hours search-
ing for leads and the case re-
ceived nationwide publicity.
The officers gave no details of
their case against Almon, Lovan
and Harvey.
Almon was brought before Lo-
Road Project Is
Set In Graves County
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Highway
Commissioner Eugene Goss has
announced that a portion of Ky.
303 in Graves County will be re-
surfaced this year.
The Mayfield-Dukedom Road
will be resurfaced beginning at
the junction with Ky. 1.890 and
ending at the junction with Ky.
324.
The 2.5-mile resurfacing proj-
ect will be completed in Novem-
ber, according to Gam.
Dean
Marti
Matt Kelm
The Wrecking Crew
AND
THE
DESPERADOS
TECHN/COLOW 4:4R
"ON HER MAJESTY'SSECRET SERVICE"
— P-L-U.S —
14tlirt
e"
Fulton County
Belts Lake Co.
HICKMAN, Ky.—The Fultor.
County Pilots rolled up 11 runs
in the fifth inning and walloped
Lake County, Tenn., 16-2, Wed-
nesday.
Fourteen men batted for Ful-
ton County in the fifth Inning.
The Pilots collected four hits,
and took advantage of four er-
rors and three walks in mount-
ing the 11-run inning.
Doug Nickell, who picked up
two hits In the fifth inning, fin-
Med three for five for the day
to lead Fulton County.
Tommy Turnbow held Lake
County to four hits in posting
his first decision of the season.
Lake County's Jim Wray
cracked a home run and Argo
slammed a triple in the loss.
Late Count, 000 OM 2— 2 4 5
Fulton County 120 01(12) x-111 7 1
Mann. Moore (4) said Moore. Mol-
y.. (4); Tumbow and RUPP', Rica (2).
NEW YORK — Domestic con-
sumption of bitumihous coal in
1969 was 505 million tons. For-
eign markets took about 60 mil-
lion tons, a 5 per cent gain over
1968.
we, the people of this area, can
and must or at they have the
proper equi, iL"
Sheriff Mc. ..Rough said his
department is "grateful for the
excellent working relationship
which exists between the rescue
unit and the sheriffs department.
'Their work is entirely vol-
untary and without pay. For that PO Box 307
Subscribe to THE FULTON NEWS—
Get ALL the News in one carefully-edited,
Well-Printed Weekly Package.
USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM
Editors, The Fulton County News
reason and because they are Fulton, Ky. 42041
dedicated and skilled men in this
type of work, I would urge every
citizen in this county to help
In seeing they have the materials
they need to make their organi-
zation as effective as possible,'
the sheriff said.
New Record For Italy
ROME—The amount of work
carried out last year in foreign
countries by Italian consulting
and civil engineering firms
came to a record $350 million.
Italy now ranks fourth in this
field — after the United States,
Great Britain and France.
Please start a subscription to —
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
I Enclose 
 For Subscription,
ZIP 
RATES: Fulton, G , Hickman Counties, Ky. . $3.1
()boon, Weakley Counties, Tenn. 83.00. (Elsewhere in Ky
$4.20; Elsewhere in the US $4.00).
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society's
Jackson
Purchase
SESQUICENTENNIAL
EDITION
MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF
tfilie J74- IA it ou To 11 Id 12 7crti1s
209 Commercial Avenue
in BOUND COPIES. . . 200
-:••••
Fulton
UNBOUND COPIES ... $1,0
We will mail anywhere in the U.S.
Add $1 extra per copy for postage
and handling.
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
material for this Edition for many months. Many
people throughout the area contributed material.
Time did not permit the use of some material which
the Society hopes to use ass later date. This 124-page
Edition is in newspaper form with advertising from
area businesses. Several hundred pictures and several
hundred thousand words are used in the edition to
tell a portion of the history of this eight-county area.
Much of the material is new and the entire edition is
the largest volume in one edition covering the
-Put:chola ever compiled.
A part of the revenue from the sale of the Edition
will be given to the Jackson Purchase Historical
'Society to assist them in their continuing their efforts
to gather and preserve the history of the Jackson
Purchase. This newspaper appreciates the tremendous
work of the Historical Society in this unusual
undertaking. Micro-film copies of this Edition as well
as bound copies will be presented to area libraries for
use in their counties by interested students and
historians. The Society appreciates the public's
contributions to the Edition and regrets that some of
the material was too late to be incorporated in the
history.
SPECIAL PRICE PANELING
CASH & CARRY
Avocado Panel
Coca Lauan
SHEET
SHEET
Banana Lauan SHEET $329
BUILDER'S SUPPLY, INC.
501 WALNUT STREET 472-1434 FULTON,
SMUDGED PR:
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CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C per word_
to reach
6,500 Homes !
FOR SALE: 43 acre farm
with house and water, V4-.mile
east of Pilot Oak. Phone
376-5378 after 5: p. en.
YOU HIED MONEY? I need
help. Full or part time. Be
your own boss. Can earn good
income. Contact
Milton Babcock
223 East Main St.
Freeport, Ili. 01032
Phone 815-232-4161
NOTICE): turn your unwant-
ed items into cash. Contact
Broadway Auction Theater,
Broadway Street, South Fulton.
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
St. Fulton, K5'.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Wanted, responsible party to
take over low monthy pay-
ments on a spinet piano. Can
be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P. O. Box 276, Shel-
byville, Indiana 46176.
WANT to clean yards and
mow grass. CaR 472-3505.
FOR SALE: Beautiful spacious
colonial home at 408 Eddings
Street, Fulton. Kentucky. Ex-
cellent condition. Unlimited
possibilities as ia home and
apartments or business. First
--Ileer..-aseveseerpeterand-drarfee.
Air conditioned. Central heat.
Lot 100' by 200'. Unbelievable
bargain - less than 1/4 con-
struction cost. Necessary to see
it to believe. Owner will fi-
nance. Czll C. W. Whitnel, 502-
4724546.
WE BUY used turnittre and
antiques. 'Broadway Auction
Theater, South Fulton, TOM.
FOR SALE: Driveway gravel,
dirt; 472-2916.
POTTERY
Bird baths, fountains, win-
dow boxes. Hewer pots of ell
sizes and shapes. Lawn and
garden ornaments, hand-made
piass. Largest stock of con-
crete and clay pottery in this
area.
ds„, ALLEN'S POTTERY
Martin Highway
South Fulton, Tenn.
$125 Million
For Shrimp
BOSTON—During 1989, U.S.
fishermen landed 195.5 million
pounds of shrimp and received
$125 million for them, $12 mil-
lion more than in 1968.
PUBLIC SALE OF
HOUSEHOLD — ANTIQUES — APPLIANCES
SATURDAY, MAY 14,-10:00 A. M. (RAIN or SHINE)
At the farm home of Mr. B. L. (Beatie) McWhorter. Located
3 miles west of Cottage Grove, Tenn., and 5 miles east of
Palmersville, Tenn., on Webb Road. Watch for Sale arrows
off 89 Highway. Because of health and age, Mr. McWhorter
can no longer reside on this location and has moved to an-
other state to live with his daughter. — MR. B. L. (Beane)
McWHERTER Lowes, Ky. (owner) phone 502-674-7262
Col. RUBERT AINLEY, Auctioneer Dukedom, Tenn.
Phone 8224833 No.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
C W. Burrow Boy D. Taylor. Brokers
— HOUSES --
SEE US FIRST
Good house located at 804
Norman Street, East Fere).
In good repair. Priced to sell.
•:*-.;•-;1..:; A ri tba:iale
fseer ouseiwith den, half base-
ment and central gas heat. Lo-
cated on 1.7 acres of land in
Cayce, Kentucky.
New 3-bedroom brick veneer
louse, wall-to-wall carpeting,
eentral heat and air, 2 baths,
really nice. Located in Howard
Milani Subdivision west of
town.
A good 5-room house located
id 120 Central Avenue, South
Fulton. Priced to sell.
A very nice house, 3 bed-
rooms and a den located near
Fulton High School. House has
been built about ten years.
Really good.
Very good house on Walnut
Street close to Terry Norman
SoluseLc Priced to sell.
Good 5-room house with
bath. Located 21/s miles south-
east of Dukedom, Tenn., on the
Austin Springs black-topped
road, one acre of land.
An extra good buy in a nice
house in Highlands. Has two
baths and Can be used for two
apartments. Owner will finance
to right person.
Nice large 3-bedroom house
with full size basement. Six
acres of land. Has city water
and well. Located one mile
from South Fulton on Highway
45.
BUILDING LOTS
Beautiful building lots in
Highlands.
A very nice building lot in
South Fulton.
Nice lot on 6th Street, Ful-
ton, Ky.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
If jou are interested in inr-
chasing a business, we have
some good buys in thriving
businesses.
Large commercial building
on Plain Street. Has nice park-
ing lot adjoining. Priced to
sell.
FARMS
SO acres of excellent land lo- 12 acres of land near Pierce
rated on the Middle Road in Station. Will sell 3 acres or 8
the Palestine Church corn-
acres, or all. Has city water.
Beautiful building sites.
munity.
A good 57-acre farm. Has 3-
bedroom frame house in good
condition, all modern conveni.
ences. Also has two large
lams. Located about I1/2 miles
of city limits on Kentucky
side.
264 acres of excellent land,
about 100 acres of this bottom
land. Fair improvements. Lo-
cated approximately 3 miles of
South Fulton. This farm is
worth the money.
118 acres of extra good land
with a nice house, modern con-
veniences, good tenant house, 2
barns. Located approximately
3 miles off black-topped road
on good gravel road. South of
Fulton.
23.5 acres of hill and bottom
land. Good farm located three
miles east of Austin Springs,
Tennessee. Very reasonable
price.
47 acres a very nice farm, 3
bedroom brick house with all
modern conveniences. Located
on black-topped Section Line
Road, north of Liberty Church.
An outstanding new brick
veneered 3-bedroom house and
carport located on BO acres of
land about one mile east of
Austin Springs, Tennessee.
21/2 acres on Water Valley
Highway. Excellent building
site.
WE ALSO HAVE LONG-
TERM FARM LOANS AVAIL-
MILL
COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers
Life In South Vietnam T ,ld
By Retired Marine Colonel
By JEAN MORGAN
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
BENTON, Ky., May 6 — "It
takes real courage to become
even the most minor govern-
ment official or a school teach-
er in Vietnam," Col. Robert
Whitesell (USMC ret.) told the
Marshall County Homemakers
during their International Day
program Tuesday at the city
park here.
In a six-month period from
January to June, 1969, Col.
Whitesell said, 4,271 civilians
In the Smith Vietnamese ham-
lets and villages were killed by
the Viet Cong or North Viet-
namese, 10,916 were wounded
and 4,855 were kidnapped in a
country about the size of the
state of Missouri.
In one community where he
stayed briefly, three successive
mayors were assassinated but
another always took on the job,
Whitesell said.
Whitesell reported he believed
a massive blood bath would oc-
cur if American forces were
withdrawn precipitately from
Vietnam. He quoted a Viet Cong
colonel as saying, "It could not
be exaggerated. It will happen."
Col. Whitesell told the Home-
-makers the war in the Far East
Is more than a military cam-
paign, that it is being fought on
economic and political fronts
while the United States is trying
0 help build a nation. "It takes
time," he said.
He pointed out that battles in
former wars were more easily
understod militarily because
there always was a front line
and progress could be traced
as the line moved forward. In
this war, the front is "nowhere
and everywhere." To a mili-
tary man, he said, it is some-
thing new.
The American forces in Viet-
nam are "bending over back-
wards" trying not to harm ci-
vilians, WhItesell said. Soldiers
have to take sniper fire from
hamlets but cannot use artillery
to destroy the town because
there are so many harmless
people there, he said.
"Simla" governments of
Communists in the hamlets keep
the war going, he said.
To control turbulent areas,
there is a need to help the peo-
ple, Whitesell said.
He was in command of 31 pla-
toons of what is called a Com-
bined Action Program. A-squad
of Marines and a medical corps-
man are sent in to integrate
with a South Vietnamese pla-
toon in a village. The corpsman
literally becomes the doctor for
thousands of villagers. The Ma-
rines try to destroy thfr Com-
munist intrastructure, to pro-
vide public secuiity by acting
as police, to protect the mayor
and other officials and to keep
the lines of communication
open. It is a highly dangerous
and tense job. Whitesell said.
Col. Whitesell spoke highly of
the Vietnamese people and said
they are not being given enough
credit for their efforts on their
own behalf. They have a tre-
mendous refugee problem to
cope with on top of the effects
of total mobilization, he re-
ported.
He said newspapers have re-
ported a high rate of desertion
among South Vietnamese sol-
diers and said America* should
understand that there is no mall
system in Vietnam. When a man
gets his paycheck, the only way
he can get it to his family is to
take it there himself, even If it
means going AWOL, Whitesell
said.
WhItesell said that everything
being done to help Vietnamese
economy and agriculture creates
side effects. As an example, he
said that a "miracle" rice was
developed In this country and
produces four times as much
train per 'talk as Vietnam rice.
It requires chemical fertilizer
and there are no fertilizer manu-
facturing plants in Vietnam nor
are there any means of acquir-
ing herbicides there.
Livestock species have de-
generated. Chickens were Intro-
duced, but there is no feed in-
dustry to take care of chickens,
MARINE CORPS SPEAKER—Col. Robert Whitesell speaks
during the International Day program of the Marshall Coun-
ty Homemakers. Behind him is Mrs. Harriet Jones, club
president, and at the right, Mrs. Brenda Sins, treasurer.
ducks or other fowl.
There is no banking system
where farmers can borrow
money for fertilizers, seed or
herbicides—and no seed stores
for the new vegetable crops be-
ing developed by the Americans.
Paddy tractors for rice culture
have been purchased with
money donated in part by Amer-
ican soldiers. But there are no
mechanics and no parts, White-
sell reported.
It will take time to build a
country out of Vietnam, White-
sell said. People will have to be
trained, services will have to be
established, Industries and
banks will have to be built and
Printing Firm
Plans Survey
A survey of potential em-
ployees will be held next week
by the W. F. Hall Printing
Company of Chicago. The Hall
firm is the second largest
commercial printing firm in
the nation and is currently
making plans for a new plant.
One of the sites being con-
sidered 1/Dresden.
In announcing the survey,
the firm said that location of
the new factory depends "upon
how many and what kind of
people are interested in
steady, year around employ-
ment. For the past several
months," it said, "we have
studied the potential of Dres-
den and the satellite C011111111/1-
!Hes which are 25 miles or
less distant. We believe that
the area deserves a still clos-
er look on our part."
The statement added that
prospective employees are
asked to examine a prelimin-
ary application for employ-
ment on May 14, 15, and 18
between the hours of 10 a.m.
and 9 p.m. Thursday and Fri-
day and between 10 a.m. and
5 p.m. on Saturday. The
survey will be held at the
Dresden City Hall and will be
conducted by W. F, Hall per-
sonnel assisted by the Wes kley
County Chamber of Com-
merce. Both male and female
employees are sought.
_
WANTED!
Cars With Square Tires
1 TUTS TRUED
VVheies ls Balanteed
WHEELS ALIGNED/
City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
B. Fulton - Pb. 4794141
H. I. S. SPORTSWEAR
has job opportunities for sewing machine
operators. H. I. S. offers paid vacation, paid
holidays, free insurance and good working con-
ditions. H. I. S. now has a training center, no
experience required. For information and ap-
pointment call—
H. I. S., South Fulton, 901-479-1431, or the
State Employment Office in Mayfield, 602-
247-3857.
personnel taught to operate
them, he reported.
Whitesell closed his remarks
by reiterating his theme, "It
will take time."
Whitesell is a native of Fulton
and returned there with his
wife, Margaret, after his retire-
ment in December. He attended
Annapolis Naval Academy and
served with the Armed Forces
for 23 years.
Mr. Sam Swope will serve as
General Chairman of the 1970
Operating Fund Campaign for Ko-
sair Crippled Children Hospital.
Mr. Swope is well known
throughout the Kentuckiana Area
both as a Shriner and as a busi-
ness man heading several Auto-
mobile agencies. Mr. Swope is a
busy man but never WO busy to
help a crippled child.
Kosair Hospital serves Kentuc-
kians with pride and dedication,
Youngsters from every county in.
Kentucky who cannot pay for
their treatment and would other-
wise be left with life long handi-
caps are treated at Kosair. Many
of these youngsters require long
and expensive care, but the re-
sults are a whole and happy child
who can grow up to be a useful
citizen of his community.
No matter how long their stay,
Kosair makes only two require-
ments for admission; that the
child have a crippling disability
requiring treatment, and that the
child's parents are financially un-
able to provide the treatment.
Kosair does not receive money
from any other campaign so the
support for this work must be
raised through contributions made
to Kosair Crippled Children Hos-
pital, 982 Eastern Parkway, Louis-
ville, Kentucky 40217.
You can help by sending your
contribution today. Don't wait Put
your gift to work helping those
who cannot help themselves
1,000 Pounds To One
GRASSE, France—It takes
1,000 pounds of orange blossoms
to make one pound of neroli —
concentrated orange-flower oil—
for the perfume industry.
Mat Is Your Wife Worth
In Dollars and Cents?
Who would take care of the children —
Who would do the cooking, Ironing, Washing
4c., etc., etc. If she were no longer there? Pru-
dential has a plan you need to know about.
TOMMY SCEARCE
Prudential Insurance Company
Phone 472-2562
Blue Devils Nip
Hickman County
CLINTON, Ky.—The Lowes
Blue Devils scored in every inn-
ing enroute to a 12-10 win over
the Hickman County Falcons, in
a game here Thursday.
Hickman County was led by
Dick* Dean, who went three for
four at the plate, including two
doubles and a triple, while Rob-
ert Armbruster also had three
safeties, one of them a double.
Allen Vaden added a double and
single, while Kenny Wilson con-
tributed two singles.
Lowe . 511 113 $-11t It 3
Hickman Count, 300 103 3-10 13 8
bony. Miller Oh And Allen. Wier
M. Allen l7)-
MOBILE HOMES
TRAVEL TRAILERS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
— See Me For The Best Deal —
Nathan Wade
OAKSHIRE PLACE
2087 Reelfoot Avenue
Union City, Tennessee 885-6851
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A WEEK 7 to 11
CIGARETTESCavto
$247
BEER
SIX PACK89c
Fulton's Only Convenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE
Git rif Go
HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY
15.51 BY-PASS PHONE 472-1821
Your son could end up
playing at the
All-Star Game this year!
And Phillips 66 will take you and his mother there to watch him •
Stokes Oil Company, Inc.
and your Phillips '66' Dealers
0.30f,,Loco, This year. Phillips 66
will send eight boys
t and their parents to
the All-Star Game as
finalists in the first
annual nationwide
-'euowC Major League Base-
ball Pitch. Hit & Throw Competition,
sponsored by Phillips 66 All you have
to do is take him to the nearest
participating Phillips 66 station to
register, between now and May 21.
No purchase required
Hell have a great time testing his
baseball skills as he progresses
through local. district. and divisional
competitions ,The.competition isopen
to boys age nine through twelve, and
hell compete only against boys his
own age
In addition to going to the All-Star
Game, the finalists and their parents
will be Phillips guests at the Baseball
Hall of Fame in Cooperstown. N Y
So don't wait Sign him up now And
get a little father and son practice in
beforehand
7 HY THE EVENTS IN THE COMPETITION
...................
Pi TCH From 46 feet throw baseballs into a
20-inch circle
HIT Fungo batting tHROW For distance
or distance along a line, with distance
to right or left subtracted
YOU AND PHILLIPS 66 MAY CREATE
A CHAMPiON
At Phillips 66,
it's performance
that counts.
- a
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STOKELY'S
1 TOMATO CATSUP 1
14 Oz. Bottle S3 33
. For $ .
. 
.
,,..
. ............:
Nationally Advertised Brands
rimmarArArmArAnimirarArsArArarmirArdri
STOKELY & VAN CAMP
IVIENNA SAUSAGEI
3
4 Oz Cans
4 Cans $1
Every Day Low Prices
SWING INTO THE 70's AND YOU'LL SAVE MORE WITH
a E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET!
YOUR FOOD DOLLARS DO MORE FOR YOU at
SMART to be thrifty For Pennies SAVED are
shopping at your friendly E. W. JAMES ft SONS SUPERMARKET pays you DANDY DIVIDENDS.
E. W. James & Sons Supermarket. How grand and glorious it is,, so SAVE the "Maxi-Savings Way" . It's
Pennies EARNED and Maxi-Savings every time you shop ADDS UP IN THE DOLLARS. Consistent regular
This week, JAMES' MAXI-SAVINGS FEATURES INCLUDE:
 e 'A IP "A VAIRA PURI F4 1,4 Ill FA 11 'A PA Mire r/PAria PA I ra IA ri
STOKELY'S
46 Oz.
U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
FRYERS
CUT-UP
3 1 c LB, 
250Wilhbo; SMOKEir-VITCNICS490 Whole
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
BACKS 
WINGS 
_
GIZZARDS
NECKS ___ _
FRYERS - CHARTER
FRYER-HALVES _
Lb. 59c
Lb. 39c
Lb. 19c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 10c
Lb. 31c
Lb. 35c
ROASTING CHICKENS _ _ Lb.  33(
Lake-Brand whole or half stick Lb. 39t
BOLOGNA 
Reelfoot whole or half
SLAB BACON Lb. 69c
Neck Bones Pig Feet
PIG TAILS - PORK MELTS Lb. 29C
tarAmarAurArAurAnivArAnneurArgrAndurArAmourivi
q STOKELY'S 460z. 
1 I
%t Grape & Orange % % Drink %%
, Fruit Punch %
%% For 8 0,,,
warAmindrAnduniurArarArairyrArArArArAndmirAneta.4
U. S. Corn Fed Choice - Beef
WrigorArArivArAmirwAndrArArArArAndrivArin
STOKELY'S
1 GATORADE
, a t- 39c .33 34 3, 2 2
.............m...................m. ird nil
Produce Direct From The Farm
rarINFAIIIIFIrAndrAIWIIFIRAVIIIPAKIIIMIFIP12 STOKELY'S
ALASKA 
S
3
I PEA&.a \303 Size , 3 Seive3 3
3
3
3 
_for
16 Oz. 696
if 
.4N2
3
1
kIIIKar/ IIIIIPAWIPMMAIIIFIMAI
Plenty Of F-r-e-e Parking
GLENN VALLEY HART'S 303 Size
SWEET PEAS BARTLETT-PEARS
6
303 Size
16 Oz.
For
3
 160z.
For 8
KRAFT
VELVEETA 2 LBS $1.09 MERITCRACKERS LB.29
VERMONT MAID 36 Oz.
1)LE SYRUP EA 99
SUGAR VALLEY
KRAUT
27 Oz. Cans 43 2 Cans
III asimilimmi. 
10 lb 11 ofENZYME BOLDFAMILY SIZE si 95
ONLY WITH THIS COUPON
WITHOUT
COUPON
PRICE S
.95
0000
ONLY .E. W. JAMES & SON
AT
OFFER EXPIRES
TETLEY 48 Count
TEA BAGS
May 20th
4111110
B.. 47C
"WITH THIS COUPON"
COKES-PEPSI
And Additional $5.00
Purchase, Excluding
Milk & Tobacco
Products.
3
 6 & 12 oz. size 1$Cartons
Limit per Famil '
GIANT SIZE 144 OFF
CHEER EA.
HUNT's NEW SAUCE 15 1/2 Oz. $1
MANWICH 3 Cans 
ANGECii1101i 
SIZE
49t
BAR-B-Q SAUCE EA. 29
HYDE PARK 18 Oz.
HYDE PARK
BREAD4
 
20 Oz. LOAFS]
For
TRIAL SIZE
FAVOR WAX 3 OZ 19c CAMAY SOAP
8 Bars in FREE Baking Dish $1.39
SPRAY STARCH 49c
STA- FLO
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE EA. 494
STOKELY 46 Oz.
§rAnvarmAgarmirArArArirormanwArAr4
N1STOKELY2 DILL or KOSHER 33 3
3 3 PICKLES a 3 33
i Qt. 490,, ,,2 U.S.U S No Iq YELLOW-ONIONS3
&mrmmor..........mmArIFMAW
U.S. No. I YELLOW or WHITE
SWEET CORN
6 Ears 490
NICE FLORIDA
GREEN ONIONS
1() S3 CORN4 %
39 
‘ CELLO BAG
RADISHES BAG. 1 Ot 3
3
bp 4 120z. $1
For1
CIPIKAUFAMPAIVIVIKIPIWIROWAIFM0211,
Bunch
PING Can k3 For $1 3
blIYAIPIWAIIIKAFAIKAPTWAIVAIMIVAIII4111PMAIneri
Nationally Advertised Brands
C m
 m STOKELY'S"
46 Oz. Can
1 TOMATO JUICE 1,,, ,
4 3 For SI 1%% %6,............................),
U. S. Government Inspected Choice Beef
rindrandinigirammirArrosirArArararAmarArdoundri
STOKELY'Sifiluff cocKial
1 . . .303 Size
160z.
For
U. S. Corn - Fed Choiee - Beef
OLD JUDGE
COFFEE m79C
3 Lb.
Bag
• S SONS(!3\0 er "MAXI-SAVINGS" z8
 SUPERMARKET
VilrIWAIRITAVAIIIIIKIPMMAIWAVAIIII1
Ei STOKELY'SI 
APPLESAUCE 
 1
1 Is 303 Size 1
3
3, 
5
 16 Oz. $ 1
For 5
I
2 2
01E/IFIMMIMPUIPAFAIIIIKIMIMMFAIIIKIIIFIVIIMI
We Accept U.S Government
Food
-Stamps
rprArdraurArmAgadmiratirdridwArArAr.•41
STOKELY'S
1 303 Size 16 Oz. 1
i
a
Cu
BE
I
S 33 3
3 3
3 3
3
3 
5 3
3 31PIIIMMAWAIMAFAVIIIIIVAIMAI6
Plenty Of F-r-e-e Parking
py.................m................maggi
3 STOKELY'S 133 VAC Ulf Jig-PACKED 3a4 3
3
1
DANISH CHAMP 12 Oz. Can
SANDWICH 39c
LOAF
